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INTRODUCTION
Few animals have had such a profound effect on the course of history as the horse. It still finds a use today despite mankind's unsurpassed involvement with and reliance upon machines. The horse may continue to be even more popular simply because of this. Thus what may seem a setback to the horse's continued involvement with mankind could well turn to the horse's favour. Fortunately, there still remains among nearly all peoples a certain fascination for this creature.

Books about horses are readily available today. They cover nearly every imaginable point on the subject from breeds to management and from the horse mind to dressage. What most have in common is that they concern horses and horse management of today: the present. Few consider the horses of yesterday: extending back to humanity's first association with the horse.

There is a wealth of information about horses in mankind's early history. Perhaps the only hindrance is a lack of interest or inability to find it, search through it, and then present the information.

It is perhaps true to say that each age steps on the shoulders of the ages that have gone before. Thus the value of what we have today in large measure reflects our debt to our forerunners. Certainly each age has a different weight to bear, but if we can in any way show our appreciation of the labours of the peoples of antiquity who have bequeathed much to us, it is in the least to record what they did. How they used the horse and the developments revolving around it, including the revolution in land transport and its numerous results, is only a small but singly important development in mankind's attempts to improve both himself and those around him.

Our ancestors had a unique relationship with that noble animal the horse for a long time. Traces of it remain and can be reconstructed.
We can learn about the lives of the people—how they travelled, what religion they had, their economy—by studying their closest companion, the horse. Early peoples' lives were tied with that of the horse because they were dependent on it.

Few people have attempted research on mankind's early association with the horse. Those that do exist are for the most part about horses in the classical civilizations and were written during the nineteenth or early twentieth centuries. What is more, most are written in German. It is a regret that the Indo-Europeans' dealings with horses have scarcely received the attention that they deserve. The text that contains the myths and customs of the Aryans—a branch of the Indo-Europeans—is a vast treasure that abounds with information on horses. Why this information has not been fully utilized before is a mystery.

This thesis hopes to reestablish the Rgveda as an important and vital piece of source material for the early history of the Aryans' use of the horse. Without it, our knowledge and appreciation of the Indo-European indebtedness to and relationship with the horse is diminished. With it, however, our appreciation will increase and a large gap in the history of man's dealings with horses will be filled in.

From the pages of the Rgveda much can be learnt about the horses of the Aryans. Important to consider is why the horse features so prominently. This question has never really been answered before. The reason is simply because it is regarded as an important animal, if not the most important. It played a role so great that few texts can parallel the lavish praises bestowed on the animal. The Aryans became so dependent on it for their survival that it should be little wonder that it becomes a god.

Once we understand how important the horse is, this deification can be easily understood. The deification of the horse is always important to
bear in mind, for it is the key in understanding much about early horse-lore.

In addition, the horse possesses certain qualities that magnify its grandeur. It is a teachable animal and obedient to the master whom it knows well. Many heroes both ancient and modern have had their favourite horse that accompanies them through the thick and thin of battle, or takes their rider to another victory in the race.

As the Aryans became acquainted with horses so too did their knowledge increase. Of this knowledge they have left us much. The horses that draw the chariot or which are ridden would need to have been trained. Kikkuli's horse-training manual—a Hittite document—contains elaborate day-by-day instructions that could have served as a model for the Aryans' horse-trainers in north-western India.

Few areas in horse-lore are lacking in the Rigveda. For the researcher it is merely a case of what he chooses to include. This thesis is really only a beginning, since much more could be said on the subject. The chapters here have been chosen because they will fill in many gaps on the Aryan and Indo-European contribution to early horse-lore. While the subjects differ sometimes to a great extent, they share in common the single theme of this thesis—, that is, to show the exalted position of the horse that contributed much to the life of a vital people. If any people have come close to acknowledging the horse as the most noble of beasts it is surely the Aryans. To them no other animal could be compared or equalled in nobleness. If only our appreciation of the service and dedication of the horse to humanity can be furthered, then the effort of enquiry will be worthwhile.
Chapter I

THE SONS OF HEAVEN
Of all the domestic animals, the horse has had the closest relationship with mankind. Only in the most recent times has it been surpassed by the dog. This came about because it fulfilled the role of comrade-at-arms, a role unique to the horse. Unlike other animals that man dealt with in groups, the horse was treated individually. Every horse had its own rider or driver, and each came to know the other.

The results of this relationship were enormous. Horse and Man could achieve much together, and they did. The early literature of the Indo-Europeans shows how much these peoples relied on the horse for their wars and for their entertainment. Though there is much obscurity because of the mixture of mythology and history, a lot may be learnt from both. An interesting point in the history of man and horse is that some individuals were selected as being preeminent in dealing with horses.

Not limited by geographical separation but only by the imagination of men's minds, the fame of these beings travelled as if on the wings of the wind. For the most part they appear in early literature as gods, and although their horse association is there, it seems to have a subordinate role. The curious thing about them is that they are twins or brothers or possibly both.

The Asvins have been an enigma for a very long time. Their identity has remained elusive both to the earliest interpreters and to modern scholars. We find that their nature is diverse and their interests are equally so. It is because of this diversity that they appear a fascinating pair of gods. Moreover, the hymns that celebrate them reveal a special degree of kinship between the worshipper and the Asvins. This explains, in part at least, their functions and interests.

What does the word Asvin mean? One dictionary states that the word means "furnished with horses, consisting of horses, horse tamers, horse guiders".1

1. H. Grassmann, WzRV, Wiesbaden, 1872, col. 143 under Asvin-
The word is derived from asva- "horse", and the suffix in- means "having" or "possessing". Asvin- therefore means "possessing horses". The close relationship that existed between the Asvins and the horse is thus evident from the name of the pair.

Undoubtedly one of the most durable qualities of the horse is its swiftness. Because of this characteristic, the horse was a suitable animal for the battle. A fleet steed or mare, then, is one of the Æryanas' most prized possessions. The Asvins' horses are called flying steeds in several passages, meaning of course rapid runners. Other passages liken these horses to swans: graceful in movement, swift, and beauteous in appearance.

Both the chariot and the horses of the Asvins receive special attention in the Asvin hymns of the Ṛgveda. While most of the gods travel in a chariot drawn by swift horses or a similar swift creature, none receives as much attention as that of the Asvins. The horses are called bird-like, fleet-winged, golden-winged, falcon-like, swan-like, and as swift as thought. Lightning-like speed was a necessity in the poet's view for the brothers to undertake the tasks that were given to them.


3. In 1.91.20, along with a cow rich in milk, and a person of "active knowledge," a fleet steed is one of the prizes that the god Soma gives to the person who worships the gods of the Vedic pantheon.

4. See for example v.41.3., 74.6,9., 75.3,5., x.22.4,5.

5. See iv.45.4.

6. ibid.
The horses of the Aśvins are the swiftest of all creatures because time and hence distance present no barriers to them. Whether they are far away or close at hand, they can appear in an instant. This is why a poet calls them the swiftest to appear. This and like tales serve the purpose of telling the hearers that the Aśvins are not slack in their appointed tasks, but are always ready to come speedily when trouble or need arises.

The Aśvins thus represent swift help. Although the name indicates their association with horses, it does not give us any idea that they are saviours or helpers. On this aspect we may see an ancient heritage preserved. The brothers in other lands of the Indo-Europeans also have an important connection with the acts of helping, protecting, and saving mankind. Such must have been the fame of the twins. It is interesting to see that they possess several important characteristics in common.

The association with horses is of first consideration, although at times this often becomes secondary to more important aspects of their character. One of the epithets of the Greek Dioskouroi, the equivalent of the Rgvedic Aśvins, is leukopoloi, "white horses", and Pausanias says that they were originally thought of as in the form of two horses. Later, though how

7. See for example v.77.3., 75.5, 6., viii.69., x.22.4-5., 65.4.
10. H.Rosenfeld, "Die Vandalischen Alkes 'Elchreiter'", GRM, xxviii, 1940, p.269.
much later we are not told, the white horses became their attributes, and then under the impetus of the Hellenes they were thought to wander in human form. The poet Pindar calls them "those noble horsemen, the sons of Tyndareius". And the invaders of Britain, Hengist and Horsa, were thought of as two horses. In the Baltic mythology also, the twins' association with horses occurs. Thus, we see their horses outside the door of the Sun maiden, or on the hillside eating oats, and their golden steeds accompany the sun as it journeys across the heavens.

Perhaps more than any other brother pair do the Greek Dioskouroi come closest to the meaning and functions of the Ṛgvedic Aśvins. Dioskouroi means "sons of heaven". They appear riding snow white stallions, or travel in a chariot. Like the Aśvins the Dioskouroi are "saving, greatly-aiding gods". In the event of any danger to their people, the Dioskouroi appear immediately, and just as quickly and miraculously they disappear once their tasks are completed. On land they especially appear as helpers in the very thick of battle, and with their saving help the battle is always won. Thus in the battle against the Cronians the Dioskouroi appeared, and in 496 B.C. they appeared in a battle at the sea of Regellus.

The horses of the Dioskouroi, Zanthus and Kylarros, are just as much a part of the saving team as the riders or drivers. They are not only lauded by the poets, but their names are carved into wood and stone.

16. Justin, xx.3
17. H. Rosenfeld, "Germanischer...", op.cit., p.270.
5.

In ancient Germany too we find traces of a once flourishing twin cult. According to Tacitus, a pair of divinities called Alces were worshipped by certain tribes. He compares them to Castor and Pollux, the individual names of the Dioskouroi. The pair are brothers and youths and receive no image worship. Attempts to find the true meaning of the word have not been very successful so far. Two explanations that have withstood much disputation connect the word with, firstly, the Gothic alhs- "temple", and secondly, the Lithuanian elkas- "the gods' grove" or the Lettic elks- "idol". Thus the Alces could simply mean "the deities".

How then did the idea of the twin horsemen arise? The surviving evidence indicates that these twins had a very close association with horses, but it appears that the horse was only used as a nickname. It was a sign of identity. That the twin horsemen in the widespread Indo-European world should be named horses or possessors of horses indicates that the similarities are too close to be ignored. An interesting parallel to the two horsemen occurs in a far-off land. This is the "sons of God" of ancient Israel.

The tradition about the "sons of God" can be traced back a long way. In the Old Testament, for example, we read of the Bene ha-Elahim, "sons of God". According to several specialists, "sons of God" means simply "beings of the god-class". In one place the expression stands parallel to "morning stars", and this also occurs in a mythical text from Ras.

20. ibid.
21. ibid.
22. ibid.
23. As far as we know, no-one has put it quite that way before. We should remember, however, that the Asvins are primarily rescuers, savers, and healers, and the horses are their companions and means of locomotion. "Horse-possessors" therefore seem a natural identity mark.
Shamra. This suggests that these heavenly beings may have been regarded as stars. The Aevins and the Dioskouroi have oftentimes been thought of as two stars, though this is just one of a number of suggested identifications. The "sons of God" of Genesis does correspond etymologically with the divo napata of the Rgveda and the dios kouroi of early Greek literature.

Since, then, the twin beings are called "sons of God" or "sons of heaven", which indicates their divinity, and horsemen, which indicates their kinship with horses, who or what are they? That they are saviours is true, but are they human or divine saviours? Is it possible that the widely scattered Indo-European tribes could have invented these tales independently? What should be considered is that the twins at some time had achieved enough fame to be remembered by many peoples. Certainly tales were woven as time wore on and facts were forgotten, but the existence of the two has survived these ravages of time and mythology.

Some leaders whose historicity we cannot deny, such as Julius Caesar and Augustus, were deified within their own lifetime. Such, however, is the exception and not the rule, even with the Romans. The divine twins, if they did indeed exist, must have lived in an age when mankind was in its infancy. They have been glorified by poets for millennia, and they appear in the literature of the Vedic Aryans as spirit beings. Their character and functions, however, tend to betray an existence that may not have been a figment of the people's imagination.

British history records the historicity of the twin pair Hengist and Horsa. They and their followers arrive from Jutland. They had come from the sea, and landed at Ebbsfleet on the island of Thanet. The appearance

26. ibid.
27. W. Mannhardt, "Die lettischen Sonnenmythen", ZfE, vii, 1875, p. 313., L. Myriantheus, Die Aevins, Munchen, 1876, p. 34.
of the twins from the sea and their rescuing at sea often occurs in Indo-European tales. The landing of the brothers on the British coast is, however, regarded as historical and in no way fictitious. The historian Diodorus tells us of a time when the appearance of the heavenly twins was known to the Celts of ancient times:

> the Celts who dwell along the coast venerate the Dioskouroi above any of the gods, since they have a tradition handed down from ancient times that these gods appeared among them coming from the sea. Moreover, the country which skirts the ocean bears, they say, not a few names which are derived from the Argonauts and the Dioskouroi.

The twins are connected with sea rescues in several places in the Rigveda. First, however, there remains the question whether the Asvins used ships upon the waters. The Arabians used to call the camel the "ship of the desert". Such an expression, if taken without proper knowledge of its real meaning, would be meaningless. In Homer, on the other hand, we find the reverse situation. Here the ship is called the horse of the sea. In one of the great periods in the development of the German language the chariot is called "ship" and "vessel" or "land ship". Old Nordic and Anglo-Saxon authors call the ship the "sea horse". This is merely a metaphor for the ship. Many more instances could be cited. In the Rigveda we find a similar situation: the horse or chariot of the Asvins is several times used to represent a ship or ocean-going vessel.

32. Diodorus, iv. 56. 4-5.
34. Odyssey, iv. 708.
36. Ibid., G. Pfahler, Handbuch deutscher Altertumer, Frankfurt, 1868, p. 753.
37. Several comparisons reveal that the horse and water, and ship and chariot are interchangeable. Keles (Käl) means a quick runner and a fast ship, and a quick sailing ship is compared with a quadriga, and a shattered chariot is compared with a ship wreckage. See Odyssey, xiii. 81.
38. I.47.6., x. 143. 5.
Alluding to their affinity with the water, a poet declares that the Asvins are "sons of the sea, mighty to save". And their chariot "travels ... in the sea" and "turns here from the sea". It is in this context that one of the most popular of Ṛgvedic legends occurs. The sage Bhujiṣṭa was abandoned in the sea by his companions. The Asvins rescued him and brought him back to the shore in their mighty ship. For three days and an equal number of nights their unflagging birds (horses) journeyed in the sea until they reached their destination. The ship is propelled by one hundred oars, which, if an actual ship, was quite large by the standards of ancient times. The Asvins travel in what is sometimes called a ship (nau) and sometimes a chariot (ratha). This interchangeableness agrees with the identification of the horse and chariot with an ocean-going vessel.

Some further examples show that rescues at sea formed an important part in the work of the twins. The Homeric hymn to the Dioskouroi deals with several important items. Both beings, we are told, were born to save, and this included both land dwellers and those on ships at sea. It appears that danger is always associated with ocean-going vessels. The references to stormy weather and turbulent waters makes it sufficiently clear that safety was all the more welcome and precious. The hymn tells us of how the ship's crew cried and prayed to the Dioskouroi when a wild storm tossed the ship about like a piece of driftwood. In an instant, however, the Dioskouroi appeared, flying through the air on golden, shining horses. They calmed the turbulent sea, and delighted the ship's crew by their deed.

The Greek twins used also to accompany the Peloponnesian colonization.

39. i.46.2. yā dasrā sindhu-ṣatarā manotarā rayamān.
40. iv,43.5.6., i.30.17,18. sindhu ha vam rasāyā śiścad āsvān ghrpā vāyo 'ruṣāsah pāri gman. samudre āsvindyate.
41. i.112.6., 116.3-5., 117.14., 119.4.
of the West, and the eastern expansion of Hellenism round the shores of the Black sea. When lightning struck the masts or sails of a ship, a glow often formed about the mast-head. This curious phenomenon was often ascribed in classical literature to the Dioskouroi. In the seventeenth century these lights were known to Mediterranean sailors as Corposants (corpo santo), or St. Elmo's fire. They have excited the superstitious attention of sailors down through the ages.

The fame of the brothers was widespread in the ancient world. The author of the Phoenecian history, Sanchoniatho, says that the Dioskouroi were also called Cabiri, Corybantes or Samothraces. They are credited with first inventing a τύλικος, or complete ship. The story of the brothers' having invented the first ship appears to have been widely believed in in the ancient world.

In an interesting passage in Acts of the New Testament, the author Luke mentions that the Alexandrian freighter in which the Malta-to-Puteoli (near Naples) part of the sea journey was made carried the figurehead of the "twin brothers" Castor and Pollux. These divinities were the special friends and patrons of distressed sailors. Luke's reference to the ship's sign may have been prompted by the shipwreck of the previous Alexandrian ship. Interestingly enough, personal names derived from Castor and Pollux were common in Egypt, and Dioskouric worship was widely disseminated.

43. Thus the cult of the Dioskouroi at Tarentum, and the name Tyndaris given to the Messenian colony in Sicily. See B.V. Head, Historia Numorum, London, 1963, p.189 for the coins of Tyndaris on which they bear the title ἘΩΤΗΡΕΣ. T.W. Allen, op.cit., p.438.
44. Miletus founded Dioskorias probably before the Ionian revolt. For the coins see B.V. Head, op.cit., p.495.
46. Sanchoniatho, p.28. Distinguish between τύλικος and ἡμέρα. The former can be any kind of ship, while the latter is a ship of war.
Perhaps it is too much to assume a mortal origin for these brothers. What cannot be denied, however, is the long tradition that exists in many lands about them. One author wants his readers to believe that the solution to the problem can be found in the universal attitudes toward multiple births.\(^{50}\) This is an attitude of veneration. Yet the very fact that the twins or brothers have a very long tradition found in various lands at least does not dismiss the view that they were mortals.

Let it be remembered that obscurity invariably attends heroes who have been deified after their death, and upon whose memory poets have troubled themselves "to scatter the weeds as well as the flowers of their fancy."\(^{51}\) What may have happened is that there has been a succession of these brothers, a series of \textit{avatāras}. The Spartan dual kingship was a reality, and so were the heroes Hengist and Horsa.\(^{52}\) May not the Āśvins have also been real? Either way, they, among all the gods of the \textit{Rgvedic} pantheon, have bequeathed to us the best record of authenticity.

The Indo-Europeans thus saw the twins as saving the crews of ships. The use of the horse and chariot is not surprising when we remember that the horse represented speed, strength, and endurance, and these qualities were also those of a good ship. Henceforth the twins were the beings to whom ships' crews looked to for help when danger threatened or a speedy journey was needed. Perhaps the historical prototypes of these twins were responsible for a few sea rescues, and consequently they became the divinities of aid at sea.

The story of Bhujyū is an example of the Āryans' record of the brothers.'

---


rescuings at sea. One author believes that the story of Bhujyu reflects solar phenomena.\(^{53}\) Another author believes the episode reflects the rescue of the setting sun by the Āśvins.\(^{54}\) As a parallel, a Latvian daina tells of the "sons of God" rowing their boat to save the drowning sun maiden when only her crown is visible.\(^{55}\) This observation, like the Bhujyu legend, may have arisen from solar phenomena. There are, however, quite a few questions that need answers. The solar theory is all too often seen as pervading nearly every myth of the Rgveda, and any hint of a rescue exposes a myth to claims that it is solar in origin. Although the story of Bhujyu is open to every possibility, it should be borne in mind that the brothers' most lasting attribute is their reliance as rescuers or saviours at sea. If for this reason alone, Bhujyu's rescue is a possible sea rescue and nothing more.

The brothers are thus remarkable sea rescuers. They are also famous for their ability to effect quite remarkable feats on land. Here we may especially recall their many works as, for want of a better word, community workers and life savers. They are akin to and fulfilled a similar role as a modern-day rescue squad. Their help is frequently sought and their appearance is a welcome relief. Their help is never failing, and they can be relied upon to give whatever aid is needed. No other Rgvedic god quite approaches the station or position of these rescuers, and for this reason alone they warrant enquiry. Their exhaustless bag of aids is as mixed as the tasks they are called upon to attend.

Our enquiry finds that the divine twins are especially healing or saving gods, physicians and helpers.\(^{56}\) It is this role of saving and helping

---

55. See A.Svabe, et.al., Latviesu tautas dziesmas, Copenhagen, 1952, I, hymn 386-33969.
mankind that especially marks these gods out from others. The Āśvins are given a title that has caused some problems: divine physicians.57 The problems arise principally because the Ṛgveda has only a little to say about medical subjects. It is not after all a medical text. The verses that do enlighten the reader about the scope of the Āśvins' activities as physicians are also obscure, and may lend themselves to several interpretations.

The word bhisāj- means saviour or physician.58 The Āśvins are physicians par excellence. They are especially "wonder-working physicians."59 Bheṣajā-, its companion, means a cure or medicament.60 It is these cures that the physician uses. One verse says that the Āśvins "are truly physicians with medicaments..."61 When we talk of a physician we mean a specialist who performs such tasks as mending a broken limb, restoring the strength of an emaciated person, or dealing with an eye unjury. Indeed, as we shall see, the Āśvins' deeds extend beyond the normal: that is why they are called wonder workers (dasrā).62 Like other gods and their foes, the demons, the Āśvins possess supernatural power called mayā. In one place they are called "lords of magic power", a title they share with Soma and Vṛtra only!

The Āśvins are credited with giving fertility to the bride, a child to a eunuch's wife, and milk to a barren cow.64 There is of course no physical explanation for these occurrences, and hence they can be regarded

57 vili.18.8. urū ca ca dāyīyā hhiṣājā kāa naḥ karato áśvīnā.
58 See H.Grassmann, op.cit., col.936.
59 See J.Gonda, The Dual Deities in the Religion of the Veda, Amsterdam, 1974, p.42.
60 See H.Grassmann, op.cit., col.964.
61 i.157.6. yuvāḥ ha stho bhīṣājā bheṣajēbhir....
62 See H.Grassmann, cols. 585-586.
63 See ibid., col.1035.
64 D.Ward, op.cit., p.198.
as inventions, though the poets and priests firmly believed in their reality and efficacy. But miracles such as these are beyond physical explanation, and attempts to find a rational explanation would be rather futile.

Yet while the Āśvins are credited with performing miracles that defy explanation, they also perform deeds that can be quite adequately explained. The following verse is an example:

You, o Nāsatyas, it is you who are called doctors of whosoever is blind, of whosoever is weak, of whosoever has had a fracture.

Here at last we have something more substantial. These are cases of everyday life. The horsemen-physicians worked in an age when battles were being fought almost on a daily basis. The Aryans' enemies were many, and life represented a real struggle. Casualties and deaths must have been high. The poets are forever invoking the gods to bestow upon the population many sons, in order that the army's numbers would be increased. Songs of praise would be sung round the sacred fires to commemorate the name of a victor or hero. After all, the Vedic Aryans deified horses because of their special martial qualities and daring in battles: how much more so men!

There was here a very special need for care of the ill. The chief physicians, healers, bone-setters, and health bestowers were the Āśvins. Judging from the examples that are recorded in the Rgveda, blindness must have been quite common. We will look at two examples.

Our first case concerns a man called Parāyāj. The name means "rejected" or "outcast." Some believe that this name refers not to a person but to the setting sun. The sun is called blind because its light is

65. x.39.3. andhāsva cīna nāsatyasā kṛṣṇasya cid yuvām ēd ēhur bhiṣājā rutāsyā cīna
66. See R.T.H. Griffith's Hymns of the Rigveda, on i.112.8.
67. See the separate chapter on the horse's divinity.
68. H.Grassmann, op.cit., col.783.
69. R.T.H.Griffith, op.cit., note on i.112.8.
nearly gone, and lame because it no longer travels. One researcher does concede, however, that this event does refer to "curative help rendered by them (the Aśvins) in favour of real blind men, but it has definitely a mythical origin." The reference is quite specific in what it says: the outcast, who was formerly blind and lame, was made to see and walk. Unfortunately no information whatever is given about the form of treatment used upon the individual to restore his eyesight. We are only told that the Aśvins used "power" or "energy."71

Another case involves a person called Rjrāśva.72 His father, we are told, blinded him, but the Aśvins, "wonder-workers, physicians...gave him eyes...that he saw with sight uninjured." And in another verse about this same wonder we read that the Aśvins gave "eyes" to Rjrāśva, "light to the blind you(two) sent for perfect vision." Rjrāśva's father had "pushed" him into darkness, which is another way of saying that he was blinded. The Aśvins gave him sight again, and with his eyesight restored he was able to see as clear as by daylight. To see clearly means coming out of darkness.75

These verses are mentioned together with a long list of other wonders that are attributed to the Aśvins. There are, however, too many gaps in the information presented to enable us to come to any firm conclusions. Perhaps the persons received only minor injuries, but the degree of injury was exaggerated in order to increase in the ears of the hearers the super-powers of the Aśvins.

71. i.112.8. vṛṣanā parāvrjām prāṇdhām śroṇām cākṣasa etave kṛthāḥ.
72. Literally "red horse".
73. i.116.16. tāsaḥ akṣaḥ nāsatāḥ vicākṣa adhattle dasrā bhigajāv anarvān.
74. i.117.17. ākṣaḥ rjṛāśve aśvināv adhattle jyotir andhāya ca kṛthār vicākṣe.
75. iv.16.4., i.113.5.
The Asvins' duty extends beyond that of sight restorers. They help the lame to walk and mend fractures. In one verse we read that "the brahman seeks the worshipper, the wright seeks the cracked, and the leech the maimed." More precisely, the last word means the broken bone. There are a few references to broken bones, yet one of the most interesting cases concerns a being who had a lower leg severed in a battle.

In a verse about the circumstances of Vispalā's accident we read:

> For a leg was severed like that of a flying bird in the battle of Khela at the break of morn; forthwith a bronze limb was put on the lower part of Vispalā so that she could hasten to the booty.

From this we can see that Vispalā's limb was completely severed and a metal prosthesis (probably of bronze) was given to her. The time of the event was just before dawn, part dark and part light. It could have been a pre-dawn raid on some enemy fortifications or encampments, and, the light not being too good, the approaching weapon was not seen.

There are many questions that could be asked about this particular event, some of which can be answered satisfactorily and others not so satisfactorily.

The identity of Vispalā has long puzzled inquirers. Was she a mare or a woman? Most modern opinion would say that she was a woman, but a few believe that she was a mare. One inquirer believes that Vispalā "must

76. vi.112.1. tākṣa riṣṭām rutām bhīṣag brahma sunvāntam ichatindrayendo pari srava.

77. H. Grassmann, col.1170., op.cit.

78. ibid.

79. i.1.16.15. caritrām hi yera ivāchedi parṇām āja khelāya paraśāmyasya/ sadyā jānghām āyasām vispalāyai dhānaḥ hitē sārtave práty adhattam.


denote a being originally identical with Sūryā."\footnote{82}

From a practical viewpoint Viśpalā might well be a human. There cannot be a categorical affirmation because prostheses for animals have been known.\footnote{83} Prostheses for humans, however, is much more well-documented. A parallel to the Viśpalā episode occurs in early Grecian mythology. A Chrotonian strategist called Phormio was wounded in the foot during a battle with the Locrians. The Dioskouroi appeared immediately and effected a miraculous cure.\footnote{84}

If the story of Viśpalā appears far-fetched, an examination of other literature points to not a few prostheses in antiquity. In early Irish tales there is recorded a man called Nuada Argetlam, "the silver-handed." Like the Vedic Āryans, the early Irish had their favourite physician. His name was Diancecht, and belonged to the Tuatha de Danaan. Nuada had a hand severed. Diancecht wasted no time to display his skill and fashioned for him an artificial hand made of silver! This hand, the story continues, was made so skilfully "that it moved in all its joints, and was as strong and supple as a real one.\footnote{85}

In all events, Viśpalā may be the earliest recorded occurrence of the phantom-limb phenomenon. This is where the severed part of the body can still be felt. But this would contradict what the text says, namely, that a bronze or iron limb was made for her. Ayas could well mean bronze, though the question is still not settled.\footnote{86}

\footnote{82} A.Bergaigne, \textit{op.cit.} cf. i.161.10 for the lame cow of the Ṛbhus.
\footnote{83} See F.W. Oehme and J.E.Prier, \textit{Textbook of large animal surgery}, Baltimore.
Supposedly the first written account of a prosthesis is recorded by Herodotus. However, if the prosthesis given to Viṣāpāla was an actual case, then this must be the first ever recorded. Herodotus tells us that the seer Hegisistratos was caught in a fox trap. So that he might not be captured and be put to death, he cut off his foot, and after his recovery he had it replaced by a wooden foot. Pliny reports how one Marcus Secundus survived thirty-three wounds in various battles, and in one he lost his right hand. He had a prosthesis made of iron, and fought in many more frays in the Second Punic War. He could carry his shield with this iron hand.

We believe that prostheses in antiquity were by no means isolated phenomena. Their manufacture could well have been on a fairly large scale. Judging from the scanty finds and equally scanty literary references, the prostheses of antiquity were of a high quality. The most famous of all prostheses is probably the "wooden leg of Capua". This leg, which can be dated to around 300 B.C., had a bronze coating over a wooden crust. Perhaps Viṣāpāla's leg was similarly made. Not until the "Small Louane", a locksmith, in 1560 prepared a limb and an arm for Ambrose Pare, was there again a prosthesis of such perfection as the "wooden leg of Capua". In relatively modern times Prince Frederick II von

---


88. E. Scharitzer, op.cit.


90. E. Scharizer, op.cit., pp.468-469.

91. ibid., p.570.

92. ibid.

93. ibid.
Hessen-Hamburg lost a leg at Copenhagen in 1659. He had a replacement made of silver.94

Not only are survivals of prostheses scarce because of the rapid decay of the material (which in most cases would have been wood), but also because the person may not have survived. Once the stump had healed, however, the making of a relatively simple peg-leg could have been well within the capacity of the local carpenter. The Ṛgvedic prosthesis, therefore, while fanciful, may not have been a figment of the poet's imagination.

The Āśvins are great healers and helpers of mankind, as seen in the case of Viśpālā. Their diverse functions are part of their role as physicians. The Āśvins are frequently requested to bring the worshipper nourishment. Prkṣá, iga, and bhójana are three words that can mean nourishment.

An interesting case where nourishment occurs is in a legend about a man called Atri. His name, "the consumed one",95 explains in part the maltreatment that he was subjected to. He was thrown into a fiery pit by some of the Āryans' enemies. The Āśvins came to the pit and extinguished the fire. "You warded off with cold (water?) the fire's fierce burning; food very rich in nourishment you gave."96 The Āśvins administered a cooling or protective application to Atri. "You(two) administered to Atri (in) the fiery pit a pleasant substance, to

94. ibid. Other relatively recent examples could be cited, as for example, Paolo Giovio relates that the Turkish corsair Horuk (otherwise known as Horush or Arouj or Koruk) lost his right hand in the battle of Bugia (1517) against the Spaniards and had an iron prosthesis especially made for him: qua cubitum religia multis in proeliis postea feliciter usus est. Also, Duke Christian of Brunswick lost his right hand in the battle of Fleury (1622), and had a replacement made by a Dutch worker. See the excellent article of V. Putti, "Historic artificial limbs", AJS, vi, 1929, p.113.

95. H. Grassmann, op. cit., col.31.

96. i.116.8. himēnāgniṁ ghraṁsaṁ avārayethāṁ pitumātīṁ urjāṁ asmaṁ adhattaṁ.
The words ōmanvant and ōman are translated by Geldner as "preservative." In another verse the poet speaks of the "wonderful nourishment with which you(two) warded off the powerful heat(?) from Ātri, who as your beloved receives your goodwill." Both verses refer to the same thing. In the last verse cited the protective aid is called citrāṃ bhōjanaṃ, "wonderful nourishment." The qualifying word citrāṃ underlies the importance of the substance. Geldner considers bhōjana to be a sort of ambrosia. In addition to this, Ātri is also given a vitalizing elixir, which may be the same as that used to cool him down.

A study of the use of the word ōman may enlighten our understanding of the aids given to Ātri. Ōman occurs in the verses referring to Ātri and in one verse referring to the waters. In this last instance we read:

You benevolent waters bring uninjured aid; to future generations peace and prosperity, because you are the most motherly of physicians—mothers of all that moves and moves not.

Oldenberg and others consider that ōman has a double meaning, namely, cold and blessing. Geldner thinks that "cooling" is perhaps the more suitable here. He adds that the aid which the Āsvins give to Ātri is

97. x.39.9. yuvām ṛbisam utā taptām ātraya ōmanvantām cakrathuḥ saptāvadhraye.

Saptāvadhri, according to Bergaigne, means "he who has seven castrated (horses)., op.cit., II, p.477. It is an epithet of Ātri.

98. Commentary on vii.68.5.

99. vii.68.5. citrām ha yād vām bhōjanaṃ ny āṣti ny ātraye māhiṣvantaṃ yuyostam/ yāvām ōmanam dādhate priyān sān.

100. Commentary on vii.68.5.

101. i.112.7., 118.7., vi.50.7., vii.68.5., 69.4., x.39.9.

102. vi.50.7. ōmanam āpo mānusī mārktaḥ dhūtra tokṣyā tānayā sām yōk/yōyām hi śthā bhiṣajyo māttamā viśvasya sthātur jāgato jānitrīḥ.


104. Commentary on vi.50.7. cf.i.34.6.
used against sickness or high temperature. Professor Geldner's explanation is appropriate in the circumstances. In the Atri legends a cooling agent would be the best treatment for the burnt Atri. This cooling agent is probably the waters referred to above.

The waters bring these aids because they are physicians. Water is regarded as a medicinal. In like manner, the poet requests the Asvins, who have charge of medicinals from heaven, earth and water, to grant poor Atri the protection of their curatives. Geldner suggests that here also oman may mean "cooling". The word for "curative", sāmyoh, is used as a descriptive title for Rudra in one place, and in the previous place Grassmann translates it as "health and prosperity." In all these instances Atri was cooled down and restored to health by the Asvins.

The idea of restoration and rejuvenation is in fact a prevailing theme in the verses about the Asvins. The aides which they bring on their miraculous three-wheeled chariot are for their human worshippers. "On this chariot are three shared sources of nourishment; a fourth is a bag of honey full to the brim." The word translated as "nourishment" here, prksā, may mean a number of things. It especially means "invigorating" and may refer to the horses of the Asvins or the powers of sustenance or the elixirs which the Asvins so frequently bring.

105. ibid.
106. i.34.6., vi.50.7.
107. i.34.6. cf.viii.9.15. "Whatever healing balm is yours, Nāsatyas, near or far away...." yān nāsatyā parākē arvākē āsti bhēgajam.
108. i.34.6. trīr no asvīnā divyānī bhēgajā trīp pārthivānī trīr u dattam adbhīyāh/ omānaśā sāmyōr māmakāya sūndvē tridaṭtu śārma vahatam gubhas pati.
109. i.43.4. gāthēpatim medāpatiā rudrām jālāgabhēgajam/ tāc chaśyōh sumnām śmahē.
110. H.Grassmann, op.cit., col.1365.
111. iv.45.1. prksāso asmin mithunā ādhi trāyo dītis turīyo mādhuno vi rapate.
112. See, for example, iv.45.2., vii.60.4. Also, i.34.4., 47.6., 139.3., iv.43.5., v.73.8., 75.4., 77.3., vi.62.4.
an elixir it may mean honey or a sweet substance.113

There was in the days of the Aryan rulers a saying, already ancient, that the Aśvins were the swiftest gods to come and prevent decay and trouble. This is why verses speak of the life hereafter where there will be no decay.114 It is the same hope of all religions from the most ancient to modern times.

The Ṛgvedic poets stress how unshaken is their belief in the ability of the Aśvins to prevent decay, scarcity and affliction. The Aśvins' existence is therefore the answer to the pains and many troubles that occur in this life, and at the same time provide the promise of a better life hereafter. The poet gives to them possession of a nourishing substance that appeases the appetite, gives added strength, delays affliction, and in addition to all these, has preserving properties. One verse tells of how the Aśvins "mount that early harnessed chariot that travels early, laden with its freight of balm."115 Honey is frequently associated with the Aśvins. Indeed, one of the epithets applied to them is "lovers of sweetness" or "lovers of honey."116

The word for honey in the Ṛgveda, mādhu, may mean anything sweet, and at times it is used to qualify a word, as in sweet soma.117 The Indo-European intoxicating drink was prepared from honey. It was called methu by the Greeks, and in other languages me.to(OLG), mjōr(Old Nordic), mid(Irish), medu(Old Slavonic), medde(Old Persian), and midus(Lithuanian). As one author

113. iv.49.2. ud vām prkṣāso mādhumanta Ṛtrate rāṭhā āśāsa uṣāsa vyuṣṭiṣu.
114. i.154.5. It is interesting to note that the place where immortality is and where mortals enjoy their new existence is the "fount of honey" or sweetness(x.1.3.). This is also the place where Viṣṇu places his highest footstep(i.22.20,21., i54.5,6., i1.55.10., vi.100.5.), which is itself identical with the highest birthplace of Agni(i.143.2., ii.9.1., vi.8.2., vi.15.7., x.45.1., 187.5).
115. x.41.2., cf.1.157.3 and 1.34.2. prātaryājām nāsatyaḥdi tiṣṭhatāḥ prātaryavānahāḥ madhuvānaḥ rāthān.
116. mādhu. Geldner says that "Perhaps honey originates from the Aśvins since they are called mādhu." See his comments on i.112.21.
117. See E.Grassmann, op.cit., cols.983-985.
says: "There can be no doubt that honey was well-known in the first home of the Indogermans." 118

Many indeed are the references in the Rigveda to the honey or similar sweet substance that the Asvins carry and bring to humans. 119 Where does honey fit into the Rigvedic notion of the Asvins' functions? Mention has already been made to the Aryans' concern about decay. The prayers of the Aryans to their gods reveals a deep concern for the problems of this life. Doubtless the life of the average Aryan was subject to much want. The reason, therefore, why honey was so popular with the Aryans was because it symbolized, perhaps more than any other substance, immortality. Because it prevents decay it symbolizes immortality. 120 In addition, honey could have been considered the essence of plants and saps. 121 This could account for its efficacy in representing or promoting fertility.

The Aryans believed that the Asvins' chariot carried this divine essence. Thus the poet asks the Asvins to sprinkle the sacrifice with their honey-rich whip: "Your whip, grand and sweetly nourishing, O Asvins, with this the sacrifice is sprinkled." 122 There are a number of possible interpretations of this passage. It may, on the one hand, refer to an actual mixing of some sweetener, such as honey, with the Soma juice, or it may refer to the sweetness inherent in plants themselves, and this is the juice that is extracted by the pressing-stones. To account for this property which the plant possesses the Asvins are held to be creators. They are responsible for the plant's sweetness, as they are also responsible for the healing properties of other substances. Thus one verse reads: "You(two)

118. op. cit., II, p.386.
119. For example, i.22.3., 157.3,4., v.75.1., ix.107.5.
120. If it is properly stored, honey can be kept for a long time. The ancient Egyptians, for example, used honey to embalm their dead. See N. Yotrish, Curative Properties of Honey and Bee Venom, New York, 1978.
121. J.Gonda, Dual Deities...op.cit., p.45.
122. i.22.3. यदृ वाम काश मद्धमाय अस्विन सुप्रतवत्/ राय याज्ञवल्मिकस्तम्. cf.1.157.4. The whip is the characteristic weapon of the divine twins. See J.Rendel Harris, Picus...Cambridge, 1916, p.57.
have created marvellous things in waters, trees and plants..."

In these three objects the healing balms exist. The Āsvins created them for mankind's benefit. And so we see that they are also credited with having created in all living things the power to reproduce. The Āryans did appreciate that there is a 'germ' in life that causes life to be renewed. And so the Āsvins are responsible for creating new life, in other words, rejuvenating life.

The chariot of the Āsvins excites great expectation among Āryans. Their chariot receives praise because it is loaded with honey: "Refresh the way you go, refresh the paths with honey; here, o Āsvins, bring the skin that holds the honey...harness for the honey your dear chariot! You (two) enliven the path with honey..."

While the Āryans placed great emphasis on the importance of honey, they were not the only people to do so. The ancient Greeks, for example, equated honey with nectar. Honey seemed to them to have a special divine character. It was in fact the drink of the gods. Honey, together with milk, were special attributes of the divine world, and they both flowed abundantly in the land of the blessed, where the gods dwelt.

For many peoples honey was the only sweetener, apart from sweet fruit. It was much in demand and therefore expensive. Because of this demand it was the more highly thought of.

In Germanic mythology, for example, bees feed upon the world-tree
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123. vii.9.5. yād apṣu yād vāṇaspātav yād oṣadhiṣu purudānasiṃ kṛtām. cf. i.34.6.

124. i.157.5. yuvām ha gārbham iḍatīṣu dhatro yuvāṃ visvesu bhūvanasy antāḥ/yuvāṃ agniḥ ca vṛṣanāv apāḥ ca vāṇaspātihū aśvināv aśrayethām.

125. iv.45.3. mādhvāḥ pibatam mādhvāpibhāśābhir utā priyām mādhune yunājgāṁ rātham/ ā vartanā ā mādhunā jīvātthas patho dṛtiṁ vehe they mādhumantam aśvinā.

126. H. Güntert, Der arische Weltkönig...Halle, 1923, p.160.

127. In the early age of the earth's history when the earth was unspoiled, "streams of milk and streams of sweet nectar flowed, and yellow honey was distilled from the verdant oak." Ovid, Metamorphosis, I, 111-112. See also F.A. Kuhn, Die Herabkunft...Berlin, 1859, pp.121ff.
Yggdrasil, which happens to be located in the land of the blessed. 128 What is especially significant, however, is that not only is honey regarded as a delicious food (for it was more than a drink), but also as a medicine.

In ancient Egypt, honey enjoyed pride of place amongst foods and medicines. From the earliest times, it featured among offerings to the gods. 129 Beekeepers formed an officially recognized profession. 130 In the early Egyptian medical papyri, there are many cases where honey was used for a variety of ailments. The swmm, the Egyptian physician, chose a substance that was practically harmless to the tissues, aseptic, antiseptic, and antibiotic... the ingredient: nothing else, in ancient Egypt, could have begun to match these properties of honey. 131

The Aryans knew as well as any other people of antiquity that honey was an excellent source of nourishment. In addition, it was very sweet. The Asvins are associated with rejuvenation and fertility, and honey being considered an excellent rejuvenative, was connected with the Asvins. Honey also attained a high place in ancient society because it was mysteriously made. The Asvins are thus responsible for the sweet sap of the Soma plant: the healing plant par excellence. And they were responsible for the making of honey, whose origin was in plants. The relationship between honey and plants (especially Soma) is thus unmistakable.

The Asvins are credited with creating the drink of immortality, but they are more than rejuvenators and healers. They were also saviours, as

we have seen in the rescue of Bhujyu. One of their epithets, nāsatya, is believed by some to mean "saviour."132 It may well be the older name of the pair. In the Matiawawa text the word nāsatya appears, and not Āśvin.133 As we have said earlier, Āśvin was probably originally just a nickname, but it soon became their proper name. The origin of the word nāsatya appears to be lost. Some would derive it from a word meaning "not-untrue", or even "nose", but both of these are doubtful.134 Another possible derivation, though not so popular, derives the word from sata, "rider", with a prefix na.135 Yet another takes it to mean "saviour, rescuer through speed."136 This interpretation befits the Āśvins' character more than any other explanation. As saviours of mankind, they are often invoked.

Nāsatya may thus be thought of as saviours. There is yet another part to their character that has not been dealt with before. This is that they were given a special command that sums up their tasks:

You(two), under the dominion of the heavenly, rule over every tribe by the vastness of your immortality.

Here the place of the Āśvins is seen: they are between the gods of heaven and the mortals of earth. According to the decree of the gods they were appointed as the helpers and healers of mankind. They are, in effect, given the position of roving emissaries of the gods. They thus have a commission.

135. "Completely off the track", says M.Mayrhofer regarding this thought of J.Przyluski. See the latter's article, "Satvant, Satvata and Nāsatya," IHQ, ix, 1933, pp.88-91.
137. 1.112.3. yovan tāsam divāsya prasāsane viśam kṣayathe amītasya majmānā. cf.Pindar, Olympian Odes, iii.39, where Herakles assigned to the sons of Tyndareius, "the ordering of the wondrous contest waged by men, the contest in prowess and in the driving of swift chariots."
to fulfill on earth. That is the reason why we find so many verses speaking of their numerous feats of rescuing and healing. Whatever the brothers were, they are credited with possessing considerable skill in many areas. Hence \textit{nasatya} could have been their original title. Only later when they used horses in their rescuing did the twins become associated with horses, indeed, one might say inseparable from them.

The \textit{Asvins} begin (and perhaps even follow) a long tradition about brothers. They existed in a past age, but their heritage had been passed on from generation to generation. Accuracy may have been sacrificed at times by the poet's whim in favour of fictitious story-telling, but the substance of many of the tales cannot be lightly dismissed. The brothers are especially close to man, perhaps more than any other god. And while it is true that inquirers in the past have been inclined to shy away from a human origin of the gods, it is not easy to dismiss the possibility that the twins such as the \textit{Asvins} could once have been just that, namely, human horsemen.
Chapter II

HORSE AND CHARIOT
Technology's impact on all our lives does not become clear until we review the changes over the years, decades, centuries, and millennia. The further we look back the more we are able to marvel at the effect of the changes on our lives. The advent of the internal combustion engine heralded a new era and its impact is still being felt. This invention had revolutionary implications since it meant the displacement (either wholly or in part) of one form of power that mankind had relied upon since his first appearance.

Animal power had faithfully met most of man's needs quite adequately. True, travel time was slow and muscular effort took time to accomplish the purpose required of it, but there was something there that forces one to overlook what disadvantages there were. Mankind had a close relationship with those animals that he relied upon, as one can still see today in certain rural areas of the world. Companionship went hand in hand with work. Man knew the animals he worked with and they knew him.

Hindered by being unable to travel back in time and disburdening our own times' outlook and influences, it is difficult to explain the tremendous impact animals had on man's lifestyle. For it was really nothing short of spectacular. Of all the beasts that have contributed to mankind's progress and purpose, whether for good or ill, few can rival the horse. To give a proper appreciation of the services rendered by this most noble beast is a formidable task and could scarcely do justice to the animal. Before mankind's familiarity with the horse he could move no faster than his legs could carry him. With the use of the horse, however, he could travel distances hitherto unthought of. The horse enabled overland travel to advance, mobile, far-ranging armies were possible, and empires could become reality and be protected.

Traversing distances has always taken time; with the horse it became quicker and easier. Communications took less time; conquest became more
desirable; and sport grew to suit popular taste. The changes wrought by man's employment of the horse for innumerable purposes lasted until the internal combustion engine. The thousands of years that intervened between the first use of the horse and its gradual de-escalation is itself a pattern of great change. We shall be looking at a period comparable in technological and revolutionary impact to the beginning of this twentieth century. The middle of the second millennium B.C. was such a period. It witnessed the unquestioned rise and undiminished supremacy of the horse. In the field of chariotry it made its most significant impact.

Speed among animals was and still is something marvellous to behold. Witness the swift eagle as it swoops effortlessly upon its prey, or a race horse galloping through the open plains. Both are beautiful sights and pictures of harmony and gracefulness. The Indo-Europeans (and especially one of their branches, the Aryans) knew both creatures. In keeping with their keen eye on the marvels on and above the earth, they have preserved for future generations their appreciation of wonderful phenomena. The Aryans assigned to the horse the first place among swift beasts so much so that the Aryan name for horse means "swift."¹ It was this aspect that caught the eye of the Aryans and reveals to what use the horse would be made most of.

For what purpose, then, was the horse first used? We shall reserve until later the controversy whether chariot preceded riding or contrariwise. Undoubtedly, however, the chariot was the result of much development and experimentation. Its early history and origin can at best only be
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¹ The Indo-European name for horse, ākva, is found among all branches of the family: AS ēsh, Ol ech, L equus, S ašva. The word is derived from the root āk- "to hasten". See V. Hehn, *Kulturpflanzen und Haustiere...* Berlin, 1877, p.48. 3rd rev.ed.
surmised. Quite a few people have attempted to reconstruct the origins of the chariot. It should be remembered, however, notwithstanding the convincing arguments put forward by some, that they are all reconstructions as each author sees it. What sometimes appears as a logical progression may not have been such at all.

The forerunner of the chariot may have been the wagon. Oxen, cattle and asses served as drawers of this vehicle. Block-wheels could have been used on the early ones. One theory explains that the Aryans acquired the use of wagons in Central Asia whence they had come from Mesopotamia. Cattle, according to this idea, first drew the wagons, but they were replaced by horses once these Indo-Europeans had succeeded in taming and domesticating the wild horses. Once this step was taken it occurred to them at first, not to ride these animals, but to substitute the horse for the slower moving cattle in pulling their wagons. Once this change had been effected the evolution of the wagon to the war chariot was an easy and natural development....

No indication is given of the time that this development may have taken. Nor can we be certain that such was the progression of events. Without a doubt though, the significant feature in the development of the chariot was the wheel. Without the wheel few peoples would have progressed very far.

During the second millennium there were a series of related invasions. These peoples spoke variants of the Indo-European language group. This

2. A. Schlieben, *Die Pferde des Alterthums*, Neuwied, 1867, p.162. Archaeology has unearthed early representations of these, which see V.G. Childe, "The first waggons and carts from the Tigris to the Severn", *PPS*, xvii, 1951, pp.177ff.
5. *ibid.*
included Hittite in Asia Minor, Mitanni in Aramelia, Kassite in Babylonia, and Vedic in north-west India. Accompanying these peoples was the horse. The horse was in fact the vehicle by which these peoples accomplished their conquests. Thus the Kassite ascendancy may very likely be seen as one of a number of interrelated movements which included the development of the new arm in the Hittite and Egyptian empires, and also the entry of the chariot and its masters into Greece. 6

Chariot and Indo-European thus went hand in hand. Where the Indo-Europeans settled there the chariot went. One may question, as one scholar has already done, 7 whether during their incursions into northern India the Aryans brought their chariots with them. If they did not literally take their chariots they certainly took their knowledge of them along. Steep, impossible terrain may have hindered movement by chariot but it did not cause the Aryans to forget the knowledge of the chariot maker's art. The surviving evidence indicates that the horse-drawn chariot was one of the most important items in the military equipment of the ancient world.

Of paramount importance is the wheel. It is this part that tests the craftsman's skill the most. It is the highlight of his handworking performance. As a profession that is declared as important and labelled as distinguished, the chariot-builder impressed his years of experience on the wheel. 8 Anyone who has doubts about the tremendous skill needed to produce a perfect wagon or chariot wheel should read a rather recent work by a wagon-maker. 9 It is no fool's trade. This is important to remember because it is easy to lapse into the old but erroneous notion

of primitive, uncivilized Aryans who possessed little technical skill.

A simple example will show that the Aryans knew their trade well. Everything about a wooden axle and its wheels implies a fairly well-established population. Consider the following: not any timber would serve the job nor even any beech; rather, to obtain the right wood demands throwing and opening a tree at the right season, and on the right soil too. Did the Indo-Europeans bring a sampit with them? Or perhaps they brought a stock of seasoning timber, or a stock of it already seasoned? Maybe they brought benches, wheel-pits, the requisite axes and handsaws as well? If they did not, then they were familiar enough with the local areas to set up their own established wheelwright and related shops. Time was needed for making a chariot. The spoked wheel was more costly than the solid wheel since its production was more complicated and demanded the competence of a skilled wheelwright.

A clear picture can be reconstructed of the Aryans' knowledge of the craft. This is an important contribution to the knowledge of the technical arts that the Aryans possessed. Their technical knowledge has regrettably been either abased, ignored or seen as so insignificant as to not deserve attention. The following will show otherwise and it is hoped that the Aryans will be seen as a people possessing considerable arts and sciences, and endowed with much wisdom. The Rgveda contains information that has hitherto not been acknowledged. The wheel fulfills a vital part in that storehouse.

The centre of the wheel is the hub or nave (nābbhi). It is the mainstay of the wheel. The Rgveda refers to the nave about half a dozen times, nearly always in an analogy with something else. Though the Rgvedic

10. ibid.
authors are poets, yet they seem to have been sufficiently aware of the purpose of the chariot components. Speaking about Varuṇa, the poet declares that all knowledge, especially divine knowledge, is held firmly together in Varuṇa, just like the nave holds the wheel together firmly.\textsuperscript{12} Another verse compares the sun with a nave, although the comparison does not extend beyond their common roundness.\textsuperscript{13}

The nave was the support of the axle as well. Hence if an unusual weight was imposed upon the chariot which was only meant to carry two occupants, the axle would overheat and break, and so too would the nave. Such, however, does not apply in the divine world. The wheel of the sun can withstand any stress; the axle never overheats; and the nave is like the sun itself: it never rolls off its course.\textsuperscript{14}

Many components fit soundly together to make the chariot a sturdy and reliable vehicle. A nave must have some attachment to the axle. A lynchpin or gudgeon pin serves this purpose. An analogy proves that the poet understood this: "Bringing health, come here on your chariot, come, in order to hold fast the treasure like the lynchpin (holds securely) the nave (of the wheel)."\textsuperscript{15} The Vedic word for lynchpin is āpi-, and is directly related to āpū-, "thin, narrow". This lynchpin probably fitted securely into the axle that passed through the nave. It would serve the same purpose as a cotter-pin does on small axle and wheel of today. The pin may have been outside the wheel proper. According to another verse, as everything immortal rests on the divine being Savitṛ so too does the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} vii.41.6. yāsmin viśvāni kāvyā cakrā nābhīr iva śrītā.
\item \textsuperscript{13} vi.39.4.
\item \textsuperscript{14} i,164.13–14. tasya nākgas tapyate būtibharāḥ sarād eva nā śrīyate sānabhīḥ. sānemi cakrām ajāram vī vāprīta uttānayāṃ... 
\item \textsuperscript{15} v.43.8. mayohbhūvā sarāchā yātam arvāg gantām nidhīkā dhūram āpīr nā nābhin.
\end{itemize}
chariot or wheel depend on the lynchpin. 16

Much can be learnt about the lynchpin. Geldner states that it not
only holds fast the wheel onto the axle, but also in its elongation
is a bearer of the chariot body. 17 This is because the word rāthyam
used here may refer to the body of the chariot. For purposes of
convenience a lynchpin on the outside of the wheel through the axle would
be most suitable. An interesting legend has as its basis the consequences
of releasing the lynchpin.

The powerful god Indra is a warrior god. In one place he is said to
war against a divine foe called Suṣṇa, and after this event helps Kūtsa
in his struggle with the Sun by releasing the lynchpin. 18 The two are
related thus: Indra takes away the Sun's wheel and uses it to slay the
demon Suṣṇa. Indra had released the lynchpin and in this way had allowed
Kūtsa to win the race. There is no faster chariot than the Sun's. "Tear
off the wheel of the Sun!", we read. 19 And in another place we read:"The
one wheel of the Sun you tear away; for Kūtsa you allow the other(Kūtsa's
chariot) to travel safely. You smash to pieces the mouthless Dāsyus with
your weapon; you hurl the speechless ones to the ground." 20 Here the Sun's
wheel, or the Sun itself, is the weapon used to smite the foes.

Next in position comes the felloe. This is the outside of the wheel,
and it serves the purpose of holding the spokes onto the nave. The felloe
must of necessity be very strong since this takes the impact of the
thrust on the ground. Consequently most of the hymns which mention the

16. i.35.6. tvam ná rāthyam amītādhi nasthur ihā bravītum yā u tāc cīketat.
17. Commentary on i.35.6.
18. i.63.3. tvam suṣṇam vṛjane pṛṣṭha ānau yūne kutsāyā dyumāte sācāhan.
19. i.174.5. praśūras cakrāṁ vṛhatād....
20. v.29.10. pṛṇyāc cakrāṁ avṛṇah sūryasya kutsāyānyād varivo yātave 'kah/
anāso dāsyuṇr amṛpo vadhēna ni duryogā avṛṇah mṛdhravācah.
felloe pray that it be firmly fixed and strong. Hence "firm be the fellies of your wheels"21 is a common request. Further analogies show that the felloe was to *firmly* hold all the spokes together: "Over all living creatures he rules as king, containing all as spokes within the felloe."22 Another analogy tells of how as Agni(fire) surrounds the gods and protects them so too does the felloe the spokes.23

The Ṛgveda does not record the details about how fellies were made. Its main purpose is to laud the gods and everything else serves to amplify that clear goal. A brief account will, we hope, enable us to better appreciate the skill that is involved in not only making fellies but in all aspects of chariot construction. Felloe parts could vary from one to perhaps four or even more. No two felloe blocks are ever alike. A fresh problem is presented with every one. But the felloe-block "would lend its own subtle virtues to the man who knew how to humour it: with him, as with an understanding friend, it would co-operate."24 Unlike spokes, there was considerable diversity in the material a felloe could be made from: ash, elm, or beech would all do fine.

Fellies differed in curve according to the diameter of the wheel and in length according to the number of spokes used. We at least know that the felloe was not single on Āryan chariots.25 Thus if a wheel is say four feet high, fellies about two feet long would suffice if there were six, but if there were only five they needed to be about six inches longer to make up the full circumference. In the Greece that Homer knew the fellies varied from one to four.26

21. i.38.12. sthira vah santu nemayo rātha śvāsa esām.
22. i.32.15., i.141.9. śed u rājā kṣayati carṣanīnām arān nā nemīḥ pāri tā bahūva.
23. v.13.6., ii.5.3. āgne nemīr arān iva devāṁs tvām parībhir asi.
25. i.38.12 says"may your fellies be secure".
Serious consequences would result if the fellies came apart. The poets request divine aid so that this will not happen. Perhaps this is an indication that this was a problem, though too much cannot be made of this point. Nevertheless, high-speed must have put considerable strain on the fellies and severely tested the craftsmanship of the artificer. In a few verses a poet describes the parts of King Sudās' chariot just before he departs for battle. "You whose felloe is intact, is guided by your protection!" The other two instances of this word, aṣṭānemi, apply as an epithet to a very famous racehorse, Tārṣya.

Finally come the spokes themselves. When considering lightness in a vehicle, every effort is made to shave away every superfluous hairs' thickness of timber in the wheels generally, and in the spokes in particular. It is necessary here "to save every possible grain of strength, while shaving ruthlessly away every grain of mere weight."

What is true for wagons of the early twentieth century apply equally so to chariots of the second millennium B.C.

The spokes are tightly fitted into both felloe and nave. The back of the spoke is where strength is wanted. The front or face does not matter so much. The holes in the nave are called kha-. They are the "bored-through holes of the wheel, in which the spokes were fitted, and which were oiled." Thus we read in one place: "The Vṛtra-slayer pressed them together like the spokes in the navehole." Another prayer requests the naveholes to be strong: the navehole of the war chariot, the heavier chariot, and the hole in the yoke.

27. iiii.53.17. Indraḥ pātalye dadatāṁ sārītor aṣṭānemē abhi naḥ sacasva.
28. See i.89.6 and x.178.1.
29. George Sturt, op.cit., p.95.
31. viii.77.3. sām it tām vṛtrahākhidat khē arān iva khēdayā.
32. viii.91.7. khē rāthasya khō 'nasah khē yugāsya sātakrato.
A problem that has scarcely been treated is how the peoples of antiquity overcame friction problems. In some cases they probably did not. We are fortunate, however, to know that the Āryans did indeed oil their chariot wheels. Thus we read in one place: "Oil the navehole, convert the godless."\(^{33}\) By oiling the mortices where the spokes join the nave—the naveholes—the wheel turns smoothly. This turning (vartāyā) also figuratively speaks about the turning-around or conversion of the non-believers of the Āryan faith. With what substance they used as oil no indication is given.

Whatever substance they used, it had to fulfill its prime function as a preservative against friction. If friction is cut to a minimal, smooth running is ensured and energy is saved; wear and tear is reduced; over-heating is prevented; and squeaks and groans are eliminated.\(^{34}\) The real problem lay with the axle-bearing of a chariot. This is why the above verse occurs. Water would hardly be effective over the long term, so something of a more durable nature would be needed. In Cato we find that watery dregs (amurca) from olives were boiled down and smeared on axles and the leatherwork of harness.\(^{35}\) Pliny, more than two centuries later, follows Cato's advice.\(^{36}\)

Animal fat seems to have been used. Pliny calls it axle-grease (axungia). He says that "the men of old used to employ it especially for greasing the axle-bearings of their vehicles, to make the wheels revolve more easily—whence its name..."\(^{37}\) The Vedic Āryans had ample opportunity to use animal fats or oils since they featured prominently in their sacrifices. The many races and battles which required constant use of the
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33. x.156.3. aūdhī khām vartāyā papām.
35. Agriculture, xcvii.
36. Natural History, xv.34.
37. ibid., xxviii.141.
chariot implies that they were well-oiled.

It is principally the invention of the spoked wheel and the means of making a light body that brought the chariot preeminence as a vehicle of warfare. This is aided, of course, by the use of fast horses. This last point we shall consider shortly. Altogether there was a "revolution in the art of warfare..."\(^{38}\)

The body of the chariot is called kōṣa. Piggott thinks it implies "a more or less closed vehicle."\(^{39}\) In the Aegean and Celtic worlds it is made of wicker-work or in Egypt of leather.\(^{40}\) The prayer of the Āryan poet, in addressing himself to Puṣān's chariot, is that the wheel will not be damaged, that the box not fall away, and the tyre remain solid.\(^{41}\) The body is fixed on a wooden axle (ākṣa). A few verses speak of the need to firmly dovetail the axle into the nave of the wheel.\(^{42}\) Another verse, referring to time, speaks of the five-spoked wheel (a metaphor) on which all life rests. This axle never gets hot although it bears a great load. Neither does it break along with the nave.\(^{43}\) Another prayer asks that the axle remain firm.\(^{44}\) As we mentioned before, particular care is required in selecting special wood for a special part of the chariot. The axle of the Āryan chariot, for example, is made of strong Khadira\(^\text{w}\) wood.\(^{45}\) Other parts of the chariot consist of spandana and sīnsapām woods.\(^{46}\)

That the axles were especially subject to breaking or cracking should come as no surprise. The axles had to withstand great strain as the chariots roared across the plains or around the racing circuit. No wonder then, that the Āryan chariot's axle was made from the heartwood of a very strong tree: \textit{Acacia catechu}. One poet could scarcely have emphasized more the urgency to make the axle strong when he uses the word

---

40. \textit{ibid.}
41. \textit{vi. 54.3. puṣpaś cakrāṁ nā riṣyaṁ nā kōṣaṁ 'va padyate nō asya vyathate pavīḥ.}
42. \textit{1. 30.14,15. ṛṇōr ākṣaṁ nā cakryṛṇ. ṛṇōr ākṣaṁ nā sācibhiḥ.}
for strong-\textit{v\textipa{\text{i}l\textipa{\text{a}}}a}\textsuperscript{47} - three times in one place.\textsuperscript{47} The axles of the Homeric chariots are also of wood, though some are also covered with iron.\textsuperscript{48} The purpose once more is to ensure the maximum strength for the support not only of the wheels but also of the two occupants! Breaking of the axle is not rare,\textsuperscript{49} and we find it happened to Caesar's triumph-chariot.\textsuperscript{50}

The next part of the chariot is the pole and yoke. The pole is fixed to the axle by means of leather thongs.\textsuperscript{51} The homeric chariot had two cheek pieces (\textit{furca}) by which the pole was fixed and made steady to the axle.\textsuperscript{52} The pole (or \textit{temo}) was inserted into the axle.\textsuperscript{53} The Vedic chariot is joined firmly together by the leather straps while the yoke is fastened to the pole by a peg.\textsuperscript{54} In the homeric chariot this hole is called a \textit{krikos} through which a peg or \textit{estor} is fastened.\textsuperscript{55}

The yoke is made of wood, and in Roman times is smooth and varnished,\textsuperscript{56} and often gracefully decorated.\textsuperscript{57} The pole served a number of purposes: the drawing of the chariot; as a braking action; as a control or lever or steer; and for balance.\textsuperscript{58} The yoke was also bound fast to the pole besides the peg (\textit{krikos}) which firmly joined them together. The famous gordian knot was used to tie these two together; the purpose was to make the knot impossible to undo. Alexander, however, cut the knot with his sword.\textsuperscript{59}

Extending from the yoke is the harness. The harness consists of collar,

\footnotesize

\begin{itemize}
  \item 43. i.164.13. \textit{tásya nákṣaś tapyate bhūribhāraḥ sanād eva ná śīryate sanābhiḥ}.
  \item 44. iii.53.17. \textit{sthiraś gāvau bhavātām viśūr ākṣo...}
  \item 45. iii.53.9.
  \item 46. iii.53.19. \textit{abhī vyayasya khadirāśya sāram ojo dhehi spandane śīnśapāyām}.
  \item 47. iii.53.19. \textit{ākṣa viśūr viśūta viśāyasva...}
  \item 48. Iliad v.838.
  \item 49. Ovid, \textit{Metamorphosis}, xv.523.
  \item 51. vi. 47.26-27. \textit{gobhiḥ sāmaddho asi viśāyasvästhācā te jayatu jētvāni}.
  \item 53. Ovid, \textit{Metamorphosis}, iii. Illic fraena jacent, illic temone revulsus, axis
girth, subjugia (Xugodesmos) and yoke, and finally the reins. The throat and girth harness is used invariably throughout all antiquity in Sumer, Chaldea, Egypt, Greece and Rome. This type of harness finally died out in the Middle Ages in Western Europe. And "it was the same everywhere, in every ancient realm and culture, equally inefficient." The one people who had a different type of harness according to one author were the Chinese. They employed the breast-strap harness or the postillion harness, where the strap in front bears right upon the shoulder so that the tractive force is fully exerted. The trachea is not compressed.

Information about the type of harness from the Rgveda is difficult to gather. The references to "well-harnessed" horses would seem to indicate that few problems were encountered. There is at least no mention of the horses gasping for breath, nor does one find in the hymn of the horse sacrifice apology for choking the horse by the use of this harness. The absence of any reference does not of course mean that it was not used, neither is there any firm evidence for its use. Even the type of harness used shows that many aspects of the Aryans' daily life are not easy to find out.

Not only in the Rgveda but also among other Indo-European tribes we find the chariot, horses and occupants heroized. Why should this be so? What role of importance did the chariot play that it should receive unbounded praise? To understand the answer to these questions we should remember the implications that this new mode of warfare had. In Egypt, for instance, the chariot was introduced by the Hyksos. It transformed warfare as much as motoring transformed life in our times,

54. S.D.Singh, op.cit., p.28.
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58. W.Nagel, Der mesopotamische Streitwagen...Berlin, 1966, p.4.
59. Curtius Rufus, iii.1., Arrian, Anabasis, ii.3.7., Justin, ii.7.
and set the war organization on a new track, and changed equally social and scientific life of the people. The Hyksos were an Asiatic tribe who ruled Egypt in the seventeenth century B.C., and the Pharaoh Kamose paved the way for their expulsion. In the beginning of the sixteenth century mention is made of the famous "horses of Hyksos."

When we cross to the land of the two rivers we find an equally remarkable development. The Mesopotamian chariot was used in its original form throughout the whole of the third millennium. However, it is only during the first half of the second millennium that the chariot undergoes a revolutionary development where it appears as an effective mobile-firing platform. This came about when the two great problems of mobility and firepower were mastered. The second millennium must stand out prominently as the time when the pinnacle of chariotry was attained. The light, two-wheeled spoked chariot, drawn by two highly trained horses made possible this development. Is it coincidental that this development occurs at the same time as the invasions of warrior nations speaking related Indo-European languages? Julius von Negelein has no doubt that the Aryans or Indo-Europeans (in the early part of this century they were thought of as the same) were responsible for this development in chariotry. It may well be, then, that the invention of the spoked wheel and the chariot itself may have preceded rather than followed the entry of the horse-taming tribes into southwestern Asia. We should look to that area commonly called Scythia as the departure point for the Indo-European peoples.

63. i. 163. As one might expect to find since the author apologizes for excessive urging but not for choking the animal.
65. ibid., p. 75. Pharaoh Kamose was the last Pharaoh of the xviith Dynasty.
66. ibid., pp. 37, 39.
The Kassites overthrew Babylon. While their language is not Indo-European, the names of their leaders certainly are. This Kassite ascendency (to be dated about the late seventeenth or early sixteenth century) may well be regarded "as one of a group of interrelated movements which included the development of the new arm in the Hittite and Egyptian empires and also the entry of the chariot and its masters into Greece." 70 This is also the time when the Hittites embarked on their conquests and won for themselves a name synonymous with terror. The reason for their victories is not difficult to trace. It is due in large measure to the possession of iron weapons and war chariots. 71 Indeed, the Hittites have been credited with the initial development and exploitation of the formidable war chariot, made largely of iron. 72

The Aryans who came and conquered north-western India brought along with them the formidable light-weight chariot. How did they cross the Hindukush mountains? The question has been considered before. 73 Enormous difficulties would have beset any attempts to drive the chariots over steep and rugged terrain, even though the chariots were in all probability very light. The Aryans could have dismantled and carried them on horseback, or perhaps on large drays. Certainly the Aryan chariots appear as "startling innovations." 75, and for their ancestry we should turn our eyes to Western Asia where it seems to have been developed and perfected.

72. ibid. cf. Judges i.19., iv.3.
73. See S.D. Singh, op.cit., p.65.
74. ibid.
75. S. Piggott, op.cit., p.273.
Why did the chariot become the fear of those who did not possess it and the treasure of those who did? Effective mobility of the chariot (which heretofore had been limited) was achieved with the discovery of the light spoked wheel\(^\text{76}\) and a light body. This bears repetition because it is extremely important. Accompanying these changes was the shifting of the axle to the rear to give the chariot greater manoeuvrability.\(^\text{7}\) These advantages were further strengthened by the use of fast horses especially bred for the purpose in place of the former onagers and draught animals. Strengthened firepower was provided by the composite bow. The rear positioning of the axle is an important step in both warfare and racing. It enabled the chariot to be completely manoeuvrable even on sharp turns. In combination with a light body and light wheels, the perfect chariot resulted: stable, fast and highly manoeuvrable.\(^\text{78}\) When these advantages were combined the foe faced a powerful force. To be of real advantage, however, the chariot attack had to be en masse at high speeds. The thundering of masses of chariots over the plains, aided by shrieking wheels and the snortings and neighings of the horses, gave victory to its possessors countless numbers of times. Lance and bow added to this deadly combination.\(^\text{79}\)

Like so many peoples of antiquity, the Aryans trusted in their chariots. Like their leader who wields the thunderbolt proudly from his chariot, the Aryans are only concerned with "that which speeds his might in conflicts, like wind borne onward by the clouds that thunder."\(^\text{80}\) Under Indra's supreme control are "all horses, chariots, villages, and cattle".\(^\text{81}\) Indra gives victory with the troops and with the chariot.\(^\text{82}\)

---

76. By making the spokes lighter and stronger more could be added. This would increase the strength of the wheel. Perhaps the reason why earlier chariots had only four spokes is because any more would have added a great more weight. After experimentation, however, with the use of lighter wheels it was found that the strength of the wheel increases, not diminishes.


78. \textit{ibid.}, p.5.

Without a trusting horse to draw the chariot unforeseen dangers await.

This is why constant reference is made to the horses' major role in the battle and the trust the driver and companion have in them:

Horses whose hoofs rain dust are neighing loudly, yoked to the chariots, showing forth their vigour.

With their forefeet descending on the foemen, they, never flinching, trample and destroy them.

Indra is undoubtedly the foremost charioteer. He remains a bulwark and constant inspiration to those who fight for their people in war or contest against one another in the chariot race. No one surpasses Indra in strength, nor indeed are there any equals to his faithful companions, the bay steeds. The two bay steeds receive many titlges of praise that befits the duties they perform. They, like Indra, are impetuous and relish in battles, are well-groomed, well-yoked, faithful as the sun's uprising, instant to obey, elaborately adorned, and swifter than any beast. They strain at the leather bridle, snorting and swerving on their way. With their long, flowing manes they pursue the coursers of the Sun.

Indra is the hero of the Aryan peoples. His position is incontestable.
One title given to Indra shows how important the Aryans viewed this dominion. This title is "lord of bay steeds". Hari-, by which these horses are known, means "fire-coloured". This is the god who over-ords all battles, who gives victory to the Aryans, and utterly vanquishes their enemies. The Vedas, after all, a book about contests - the contests of the Aryans. One can easily visualize the bloody savagery, the clanging spears, helmets and shield; the earth shaking beneath the fast-rolling chariot wheel, which is used by Indra to slay the foes, signifying what important role this vehicle plays in early warfare; the loud snortings of the horses, the soundings of the trumpets, and the cries of agony and triumph.

Indra was an umbrella of protection to all those who cried out to him. Thus in the battle we read: "Indra! do you protect our chariot that mingles foremost in the fights, that bears its part in every fray, invincible and seeking spoil." Indra's power to animate is such that even a slow steed can be vitalized, and what was formerly sluggishness personified now turns into fleet of foot. If Indra can produce a transformation like that, it is no great wonder that he can cause victory to go either way.

In their chariot racing (which seems to have occupied men's minds during times of peace), men would call on Indra. The poet credits Indra with directly animating the horses. This shows how close Indra is to horses and how much he understands them. Equally so, do horses know and obey him. Appropriately enough, therefore, Indra bears a title that reveals his interest and character.

Be it on the racing track or on the battle field, Indra can change the mood of horses. In one brilliant description of the chariot attack

88. WzRV, col. 1648.
89. v. 35. 7. asmākam indra duṣṭāram puropāvanām ājīṣu/ sayāvānam dhāne-dhāne vājyāntam ava ratham.
90. vi. 45. 1. yā ānayat parāvataḥ sūnītī turvāsāṁ yāduṁ/ indraḥ sā no yūva sākha.
in battle, Indra urges horses to speed over the "uneven road and on a toilsome path". They, in turn, respond "to the urging call ...like birds attracted to the bait."\textsuperscript{91} Indra's horses are instrumental, in fact indispensible, to the outcome of any battle.\textsuperscript{92}

Being a being of perfection, Indra's two instruments of war, the bay steeds, are also of perfect craftsmanship. The divine craftsmen, the Ṛbhus, formed Indra's horses.\textsuperscript{93} In common with other members of the god-class they are called sun-eyed.\textsuperscript{94} This deification of horses shows the extraordinary respect the Āryans bestowed on these animals, culminating in the despatch from this life to the gods by sacrifice.

It is not, however, the horses alone who are perfect examples of divine workmanship. We have already cited instances where according to the poets the axle of the divine chariot does not smoke nor does the wheel wear though it revolves through all periods of time. Everything divine is perfect and highlights the imperfection of human endeavours. Such a religion evokes daring and courage which takes little account of human life since there awaits the believer a better and brighter life after this one. Yet the poets have only praise for the great skill the Āryan chariot builders exhibit, which along with other peoples of related speech, is quite a wonder.

Chariot building, as we have seen, is no small matter. The Ṛbhus are credited with building the chariot of the Āsvins- a pair of divine beings who drive a fabulous three-wheeled chariot. The reputation of the Ṛbhus as skilled wheelwrights was well-known among the Rgvedic Āryan tribes.\textsuperscript{95}

\textsuperscript{91} vi.46.13-14. \textit{yād indra sārge ārvatās codāyāse mahādhane/ asamanē ādhanai vṛjine pathi śyenān iva śravasyatāḥ.}
\textsuperscript{92} v.33.2.
\textsuperscript{93} i.20.2,3. \textit{yā indrāya vacoyūja tataksur manasaḥ hāri.}
\textsuperscript{94} i.16.1. \textit{indra tvā sūracakṣasah.}
\textsuperscript{95} See ix.21.6., viii.75.5.
Equally endowed with manual cunning are the gods called Bhṛgus. Two verses compare the skill of human worshippers with the skill of the Bhṛgus. One declares that as the worshippers have laid a secure foundation with Indra so do the Bhṛgus build a worthy, secure chariot. The other verse of friendship states that the worshippers have worked out a hymn of praise for the Ādvinis just as the Bhṛgus have worked on a chariot. The Vedic word for work here means the whole array of tasks involved in fashioning a chariot as in fashioning a hymn: from the first job of hewing out the rough form to the final finishing touches which includes polishing, ornamenting and revision. What the poet means to convey to his listener is that he tries his best to produce his best product fit for divine presentation. In like manner the Bhṛgus toil long hours to produce a fine chariot. The end is that both will be proud of their productions since it represents the culmination of long hours backed up by experience. Those who handle it in the future will acknowledge the artistry of the creators.

The number of wheels of a vehicle suits the purpose of the vehicle. The two-wheeled chariot is the fighting chariot, which includes the scythed chariot, and the racing chariot. The four-wheeled vehicle is the goods chariot, state or travelling chariot, and equivalent to the covered wagon. The Āryans employed both. The light two-wheeled chariot is called ratha, while the heavy chariot, often used for ceremonial purposes, is called ānan. These two vehicles are mentioned together in three verses so that there can be no doubt about the different uses to which each is put.
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heavy type. It features in a myth which shows the war god Indra shattering dawn's chariot by hurling his thunderbolt at it. 103

That the Aryan possessed various types of vehicles for different uses shows that vehicle manufacture was diverse. There is mentioned an eight-seated vehicle, which is a vehicle of the sacrifice, particularly the Soma sacrifice. 104 An unusual vehicle is the Aśvin's chariot. This has three seats, three parts and three wheels. 105 In all likelihood this must be taken as an example of poetical licence. 106 The Aśvin's win the Sun's daughter Sūryā as a bride and they are therefore inseparable. The agreeableness of threeness extends to everything that these three beings do together, and every part of the chariot is not excepted.

Throughout ancient history the number of spokes on the chariot changes. Homer gives to the chariots of the old Grecian heroes wheels with eight spokes. 107 According to one inquirer, the chariot of Greece from the sixteenth century to the classic age retained two primitive features: the four-spoked wheel and the central position of the axle. 108 In the ruins of Nineveh wheels with eight spokes are found. 109 In the Rgveda the number of spokes that the normal chariot wheel possessed is not certain. There are references to the spokes of the wheel of time but this is merely a metaphor. One verse speaks of the twelve-spoked wheel of time which turns ceaselessly through the heavens. This refers to the twelve months. 110 Another verse refers to a six-spoked chariot wheel. 111

The familiar two-wheeled chariot is put to a variety of uses. In the

---
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Rgveda at least, the chariot features prominently as a vehicle of war. What is often forgotten is that the chariot is also important in the race. Among the Indo-Europeans chariot racing became an important sport. Here on the track the drivers had the opportunity to prove their worth. In the Rgveda racing is a favourite pastime. For a moment war is forgotten, and the contestants line up to wage the contest for the preferred prizes.

If we can form an estimate of the importance of the subject by the frequency it appears, then chariot racing ranks high. One author describes it as an "important and favourite sport." It may even go back to the common heritage that the various branches shared, since chariot racing is found in ancient India, Greece, and Rome. Chariot racing provided not only entertainment but also a reprieve from the exigencies of war.

In warfare the horse draws the chariot of his master into the thick of the fight. No less esteemed is his role in the chariot race, for here too does the horse bear the hero to honour and glory. In Rome, as in Constantinople in years ahead, the most popular of all displays was chariot racing in the Circus "with 'star' horses, many if not all of which had personal names that were shouted by the onlookers..." The Rgveda also speaks of horses that were the darlings of the spectators. These few horses are in fact so highly prized that after death they become deified and take the role of aides to earthly horses.

The Rgveda abounds with references to the staging of the chariot race. The word 3jI- denotes a "race" in the first instance, and secondarily, a battle. The race-track was probably

---

113. ibid., p.168.
115. WzRV, col.172.
quasi-circular and at one point there was a special mark (kāryaman) that answers to the present-day stopping-post of the race track. Upon the competitors passing the mark, prizes (dhaṇa) were given out, and judging from the urgent requests to the gods for favour, the prizes must have been considerable.

An interesting legend revolves around the chariot race. The twin horsemen, the Āśvins, contest a race for a big prize: the marriage of Śūryā. Interestingly enough, the normal battle and racing chariot was built to carry only two, and the Āśvins are two. They are two but they do everything as if they are one. One poet mentions the problem about accommodating Śūryā after the Āśvins won the chariot race. Three would cause the chariot to collapse. Through their swift horses the Āśvins win the race and receive Śūryā as their prize. This event became a favourite story amongst the Āryan population, for a poet asks, "Which chariot do they call the swift one with the impetuous horses, which the daughter of the sun chooses?"

Another legend speaks of Ėtasā in a race with the sun's horses. The word Ėtasā has several meanings. It can mean the horse, in particular the horse of the sun, and is also the epithet of a man. Its primary meaning, however, is "racing". Thus Ėtasā contends with the sun in horsemanship, and aided by Indra wins the prize of the race. As the race of the Āśvins became a byword amongst the Āryan tribes, so too did the race in which Ėtasā contested.

116. ibid., col.324.
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119. iv.43.2.
120. WzRV, col.299.
121. i.61.15., iv.30.6.
122. i.54.6. tvām rātham ētasām kṛtvye dhāne tvām pūro navatān dambhayo nāva.
123. viii.50.9. yātāḥ prāva ētasām kṛtvya dhāne yātāḥ vāsām dāsavraje.
Both the Āvins' and Ėtaśa's success in the race illustrates how important in the minds of the poets is the tradition of racing. Indra and all of the gods that the poet can think of are called upon to aid the horse and charioteer. In one place the "noble ones" or Vāsus are mentioned. These, like the racers Ėtaśa, Āvins, Dadhikṛṣṇa and Tarkṣya, are called upon to aid the then present participants in the race. They are the divinely-worshipped racehorses of kings who have long since gone. Even the river Śindhu is compared with a rushing horse in the race.

This Indo-European fondness for horse racing is evidenced in another text. This is the horse-text of Kikkuli of Mitanni. This book gives detailed day-by-day instructions for bringing chariot horses into peak condition over a course of several months. There can be little doubt that the text is a preparation text for racing. The language is definitely related to Vedic, as for instance assu is the equivalent of āśva, and the numbers from one to seven are almost identical. The care bestowed on the animals with a deep concern for their progress is shared also by the Ṛgveda. Both texts show that the Indo-Europeans were not only 'addicted' to horses but also handled them with great care and thoughtfulness.

The chariot race was a great spectacle. It was a favourite of the Greeks and Romans wherever they went. Truly, as one early horseman
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remarked about the chariot race: "and what a scene of unavoidable, inextricable wreck must all these chariots rushing together, in converging lines, have made." The Rgveda mentions the rapid turnings of the horse and chariot that were made on the track.

This is reminiscent of the homeric description of the "advancing and retreating of the chariots, and those sudden rapid wheelings to the right or left." The brisk ride for the occupants in the race must have taken much courage, for in one passage a poet makes a charioteer speak of the similar effect of the soma juice and the chariot ride: both made him rise to not inconsiderable heights. Another verse speaks of the "rattling chariot."

The dangers that presented themselves in the chariot race seemed only to add to the general excitement and chaos. In ancient Rome there were perhaps as many as fifty races in a day's programme, and each chariot would have been used several times each day. The build-up of heat in the bearings must have been considerable. When, therefore, Horace speaks of the "turning-post being narrowly missed by the glowing wheels", he was probably using the word fervidis in a much more literal sense than has at times been supposed.

Virgil also speaks of this danger. He remarks on King Ericthones' chariot:

132. raghū-vartani-, see viii.9.8., ix.8.1.2.
133. Iliad, viii.107., xxii.3.106.
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135. v.10.5. pārijmano nā vidyūṭaḥ svānā rātho nā vājayuḥ.
136. H.A.Harris, op.cit., p.34.
Bold Ericthonius first four coursers yok'd
And urg'd the chariot as the axle smok'd. 137

Possibly attendants were on the side of the track to throw water on the chariots as they blazed by. 138 The whole event must have been as amusing as it was dangerous and exciting.

Although chariot racing was a popular pasttime, ownership and the racing of horses was invariably the privilege of a class or caste. Horses and chariots were expensive, as must have been their repair. The mass production and maintenance of chariotry reveals a complex technology that required the collaboration of various bodies of professionals and a centralized, bureaucratic administration. The latter would need to collect and control raw materials, organize the work of the many specialized craftsmen, and distribute the new or repaired chariots. 139 This would have cost money. When we read of offerings of cattle and horses, they are invariably the offerings of the nobles, princes or kings. The priests must also have been reasonably well-to-do for they received the offerings!

The ordinary soldier or agriculturist could scarcely afford to maintain a horse or a horse and chariot. The horse became the symbol of the aristocracy or the palace-type of society in Crete. 140 The horse itself speaks of its high position in homeric Greece:

without me neither king nor government
nor princes race through the streets...
next to the king my box is placed. 141

While cattle are the chief domestic animal of the farmer and herdsman,
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141. E. Cassin, Problemes de la Guerre en Grece Ancienne, p. 300, in ibid.
the horse may well be said to be the chief animal of the aristocracy.
He is thus highly esteemed by the warrior whom he serves on his
campaigns as friend and companion. In far-flung Egypt, records
of Thuthmoses III (about 1483 B.C.) make reference to the
aristocracy of the mayyannu, the chariot-warrior bands of the Mitani
ruling in the land of the Naharina.

Although, therefore, the horse-drawn chariot was a vital piece
of equipment in the Indo-European world, it was really because
of this importance that it became a privileged part of society.
It was no easy life for the charioteer, and the privileges were
probably just recompense for the services he rendered to the tribe. At
the same time, those unable to afford either horse or chariot were
not exempt from military service, for the Ṛgveda does speak of
troops and companies of soldiers.

The vehicle that set warfare on a new footing was a major
technical achievement and a highlight of man's ingenuity. The
full impact of this chariot may be visualized by reading the Ṛgveda.
The vehicle that was produced through "manual cunning" meant
speeds could be attained that were hitherto unattainable. Distances
were not so great a problem now, and the two advantages of lightness
and strength were best attained during this second millennium.

For a large part of mankind's history animal power reigned
supreme. Few moments indeed can compare with the unrivalled position
of the horse in the early period of the Indo-European peoples.
As drawer of the chariot the horse achieved fame that still echoes
in the ancient records of these and other peoples. For although the

144. v.53.11. S.D. Singh, op.cit., pp.7ff.
145. iv.2.14.
Aryans, the Indo-European peoples in general, and the horses which made them a name, are long since vanished, the memory of these peoples' dependence upon horse-power will pulsate through all ages.
Chapter III

HORSE TRAINING, BREAKING AND TRAPPINGS
The era of the dominance of the horse as a transport animal has gone. It is unlikely that it will ever return again. For a brief period in the early history of mankind, however, it enjoyed first place among man's domestic fauna. Undoubtedly it is the noblest of all the creatures that man has subdued to his will. Yet man's relationship with the horse did not come from nothing. To establish a friendship required many hours of patient training and handling. Once this was done, there was the question of what use the horse would be put to. The Indo-European, and especially the Aryan, peoples furnish us with details and information that may be surprising and unrealized before. What is certain is that these peoples emerge as specialists in many areas of horse-lore.

Without a doubt, the Indo-Europeans' association with the horse is often believed to begin and end with the chariot. The idea that they knew and practised riding has not received much support. Chariot and horse have predominated discussion about the horse in the Indo-European world. Did the Aryans know riding? Did riding precede chariotry or contrariwise?

The answer to the first question is yes. Not a few inquirers on the subject in the past, however, would say that the contrary is true. One researcher on the ancient animal world says that the "Rigveda does not know horsemanship. Without a doubt it came together with horses from Assyria into the land of the five rivers."\(^1\) Another researcher speaks of the "absence of the horse-warrior in the Rigveda."\(^2\)

To say that riding was subordinate to driving is correct. The majority of verses of the Rigveda that deal with the horse usually connect it with

---

chariot driving. This is not the same as saying that the Aryans did not know riding. There are several verses that refer to riding in theṚgveda.

In one instance there is a vision recorded. Śyāvāśva ("he who has brown horses") sees the Maruts coming from heaven. He asks them:

Where are your horses, where (are) the reins? How was it possible for you to come here? (Where is) the saddle on the back (of the horse); the bridle in the nostril (of the horse)?

Indra is credited with being the first to mount the horse. The word "to mount" means "climb onto", and can either mean climb onto the chariot or the horse. In each case the context is straightforward: where chariot occurs the person climbs onto the chariot, where horse occurs the person mounts the horse. There is no chance of mistaking what is meant.

Indra performs marvellous deeds through his bay steeds, the hārīs. While for the most part they draw Indra's chariot there is reference to Indra mounting his bays. Thus Indra "mounts the flying (steeds), the best flyers." And in another place Indra "mounts the bays like a marksman (mounts) the firing platform". The only problem one has to face here is how does Indra mount two horses? The poets do not question Indra's ability to achieve this feat and therefore do not elaborate. The important point, of course, is that here there is evidence of horse riding.

In the first sacrificial hymn (i.162.) of theṚgveda the sacrificer addresses the horse. He tells the horse that if a rider had overexerted or spurred the horse on excessively, he restored to the horse through this offering a reward. Geldner says that this verse can only refer to the
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6. vi.20.9. tiṣṭhad dhāṛī ādhī āsteva gārte....
7. i.162.17.
There is yet further proof that the Āryans rode horses. In their many raids on neighbouring tribes surprise on horseback would have been much easier than chariot raids, particularly if cattle had to be rounded up and difficult terrain had to be crossed. The words ārvata jumīmāsi refer to the urging forward of the horses and not to the chariot-yoked horses. When raids(bhāra-) were undertaken, the ridden horse would have proved invaluable. Thus Dadhikra is probably a representative of the ridden horse used in cattle raids. That cattle raids comprised many of the Āryan battles is proved by the word gāvīstra meaning a fight.

To say, therefore, that the Āryans did not ride horses is to misunderstand the society of the early Āryans in north-western India.

What of the other Indo-European peoples? Did they use the horse for riding, or were they confined to the chariot? The people called Scythians of old and later times lived on their wagons and horses. The Scythian horses were very swift. These people were so accustomed to riding in fact that they were invariably, as an early traveller put it, "utterly hopeless on foot."

As it is true for the Āryans, so too have the ancient Greeks been believed to have been devoted to horse-drawn chariots. They were well acquainted with the horse, but hardly ever used them for riding. An early inquirer after horsemanship does, however, believe that riding was well known in Homer's time, otherwise he would not have alluded to it.

8. "Es könnte aber auch der Reiter gemeint sein." Comment on i.162.17.
10. iv.38.5.
12. See Pausanias, viii.43.3., Herodotus, iv.46. The latter says, "... living, as the Scythians do, in wagons which they take with them wherever they go, accustomed, one and all, to fight on horseback with bows and arrows, and dependent for their food not upon agriculture but upon their cattle..." cf. Ammianus Marcellinus, xxxi.2.10,17.
Following on the heels (or hoofs one might almost say) of whether the horse was ridden, is another controversy. This is whether riding preceded chariotry or contrariwise. One inquirer has no doubts that driving preceded riding since the designation for riding comes from driving. Thus the Celtic reido, the Old High German ritan, Old Nordic rida, Anglo-Saxon ridan all mean originally "to be propelled"; then came the meaning "to ride", and likewise the Iranian rathaestar "rider" meant originally "chariot driver". Another writer declares that "riding has nowhere been shown to precede the driving of horses in antiquity." He suggests that chariots were used in China before cavalry. Furthermore, the fact that the cult of the chariot predominates is cited as evidence that this has always found first place in the Indo-European world.

The chariot has thus been viewed as far surpassing in importance and origin the ridden horse. During the eighteenth century the controversy raged over which came first: whether the horse was first ridden or driven. The second millennium may well be called the era of chariotry for it was then that the chariot was perfected. This has occupied so great a place in the history of that era that the other use of the horse, namely, for riding, has been virtually forgotten. The ridden horse has even been

17. J. Wisener, op.cit., p.83.
18. ibid.
thought of as non-existing because of the pinnacle of the chariot era. In that era the horse was ridden and it formed a very important part in the lives of the Indo-European speaking peoples. A bright mind of the eighteenth century appreciated that horse riding was just as important but it was overshadowed by chariotry because of the latter's incredible rapid development. For he says,

it does not follow, that the art of riding and dressing horses, in its various branches, for battle, hunting, or exhibitions of pomp and pleasure, was not known before that memorable era. 23

This "memorable era" also witnessed great developments in the art of horsemanship. In the Indo-European world horsemanship "must have been studied and cultivated with care and attention." 24 Horsemanship is the art of riding and of training and managing horses. To the Indo-European peoples we must look as masters of the horse and not only as perfecters of the chariot. All evidence shows an exceptional knowledge of horsemanship, and this is especially evident amongst the Aryans.

A horse has to be broken in. The art of remoulding a horse that is not used to man to one that accepts him takes time. And to transform an intemperate wild horse to one that will be ridden is "no small matter!" 25 It could well be that the knowledge of training and taming the horse came about before the separation of the Indo-European tribes. The name for the horse has a common stem, thus Vedic asvā, Persian aspa, Lithuanian asvā. 26 Breasted thinks that North or Asia Minor is the area where the Indo-Europeans had tamed or domesticated the horse. 27

23. ibid., p.32.
24. ibid., p.30.
If the horse was used by the Indo-Europeans before their diaspora then concomitant with this is the taming and training of the animal for service, in particular, war service. We should appreciate, then, the skills of those who were responsible for instructing others in the principles of horsemanship. For it is without a doubt no "light and idle accomplishment", but an art "which was of solid use, and indispensably necessary in business of war." The title of horsebreaker, therefore, was a title of "praise and respect."

There is much in the word "well-trained." Everything rests, however, on one foundation, and that is a close trust between horse and man. Without this first principle neither will do his best, but with it, training becomes that much more of a pleasure and the benefits are enormous. "Depending on their gifts, horse and rider can reach a higher or lesser level of rapport and performance, some reaching the point of equitation as an art which, like all others, is infinitely perfectable."

How were the horses of the Aryans trained? A couple of verses show that the horses were well-trained. The word smāḍ-diṣṭi means "well-trained." In a hymn that thanks the Āśvins for their manifold blessings, one Śāndā gives to the priests (who accept on behalf of the Āśvins), "gold-decorated, well-trained (horses)."

Another verse refers to the four horses of Paijavanā that shall be given to the priests. These are well-trained and decked with pearls. The last reference in which the word occurs tells us of two people called Yādu and Turvāśa who present to the priests two "well-trained" servants along with numerous cows.

29. ibid.
32. vi.63.9. śāṇḍo dād dhīraññah smāḍdiṣṭān.
33. vii.18.23. catvāro mā paijavanāsyā dānāḥ smāḍdiṣṭayāh kṛṣṭāṇām nirekē.
34. x.62.10. utā dāśā parivīṣe smāḍdiṣṭi goparīṭasā.
The Aryans therefore knew the art of training a horse. A basic principle is kindness to the horse. Xenophon recommends never to act with anger toward a horse, "for anger is a thing without foresight." In the \textit{Ṛgveda} the sacrificer apologizes for any unkind treatment meted out to the horse, and with a prayer and offering makes good that excessive treatment.

Next comes mutual understanding. This can only come through a familiarity with the subject, and involves a projection of oneself so that the horse really becomes second nature. The centaur is the symbol of horsemanship and explains its meaning as soon as it is beheld, for there is such a harmony between horse and rider that they may be said to be but one. The horse understands the aids of the rider as if he was a part of himself, and the rider equally consulting the genius, powers, and temper of the horse. The rider may almost be said, as in Hamlet, to be "incorpsyed and deminatured with the brave beast."

The Asvins may present a parallel to the Centaurs. The horse became their sign, like it did with the Greek Dioskouroi. The oneness of the Asvins and their horses is evident from many of the hymns to the Asvins. The fact that the horse is a part of their name highlights the singular nature of man and horse.

Indra also has a close relationship with horses. Being "lord of bay steeds" he is the acknowledged master of horses. As for his own two horses that draw him, they are "ever close" to him and obey his instructions unhesitatingly.

35. On Equitation, vi.13.
36. i.162.17. cf.iv.10.1.
37. R. Berenger, \textit{op.cit.}, pp.36-37.
38. Hamlet, iv.vii., spoken by the king.
39. 1.vii.2 \textit{indraya śd dhāryoḥ sacā sammisla ā vacoyūjā}. 
The close relationship between horse and man is especially evident among people who depend for much of their existence on the horse. Thus the Huns were preeminent horsemen. Each member of the tribe was mounted "on a hardy wiry little steed... which so perfectly understood its rider's wishes, that it seemed as if horse and horseman were one being." 40

Equally interesting, as we push forward in time and place, is the relationship between horse and the Australian bushranger. A pioneer of those days recalls how great care, attention, and thorough breaking a bushranger bestows upon his horse. For he knows "how much depends on keeping him in good condition and ready for any emergency." 41 The horse is trained to stand fire under any circumstances, to come to the call of a whistle, so long as he hears it, even if in a fenced paddock, to jump it, and slip his head into the bridle extended to him, showing to what extent a horse in the hands of a man who can master him, together with firmness and patience, can be trained. So it is the bushranger's interest to treat the animal that carries him with care and consideration, and to procure the very best as to breeding and intelligence at any risk. 42

A similar situation is revealed by a writer of the sixteenth century. Here, as in the above example, the dependence of the person on the horse required that he treat him with consideration and above all, regard the animal as an extension of the rider. Therefore the rider should endeavour to "conceyue with youre selfe, that he and youe doe make as it were but one body. And that you doth have but one sence, and one will." 44

42. ibid., p.185.
The consequences of not treating the horse as a dear companion is vividly shown by an example in early Iran. Here the subject cries out against a neglectful master:

Never more shall you harness horses, nor ride on horseback, nor yoke horses to the carriage, you who do not ask for strength for me in numerous assembly, in populous companionship. 45

That oneness that the centaur symbolizes finds expression in the devotion of one to the other. Thus the Arab beduin says that only his horse understands like a son. 46 In Homeric times, two horses called Xanthus (ξανθος) and Balios (βαλιος) drop their lovely manes and cry on Patrocles' death. 47 And a bestiary says that "when their master is dead or dying, horses shed tears - for they say that only the horse can weep for man and feel the emotion of sorrow." 48 Small wonder, therefore, that to all peoples who had close dealings with the horse and came to regard it as part of their family, the horse should be "as much a part of individual life as his master's boots." 49

Apart from a love for the horse manifested in kind deeds and good treatment, there were also other measures necessary to produce a well-trained and trusted horse. The use of aids is an important part of true horsemanship. 50 Voice and heels were important pushing aids: "Like a war-strong racer with heels and with voice I spur you on..." 51 Proper use of the whip(kaša), 52 heel, 53 and voice(urguing on) 54 are designed to communicate to the horse the will of the rider. Obedience is also an essential aid to be imbued in the horse. For if the horse would not obey

45. Yast. xi.2. cf. the sacrificial hymn 1.162.2.
46. Brehm's Tierleben, iv. p.27.
47. Iliad, xvii.426 ff.
49. C.Wissler, Man and Culture, New York, 1923, p.113.
50. See T.Blundeville, op.cit., chapter vi. He lists the aids as voice, tongue, red, bridle, calves of legs, stirrups, and spurs.
the rider in a battle, what guarantee of safe escape was there?

Indra's horses are perfect examples of obedient horses. They are "yoked at a word." The race horse and ultimately the divine horse Dadhikra is another proof of the benefits of obedience. He is "victorious and faithful", and "obedient with his body in the combat". No one can fight against Dadhikra, for with his strong hoofs and thunderous roar he "fights against embattled thousands", and "none may stay him."

The equipment that the Aryan's had for their horses is interesting. They probably used spurs(ktaj). Spurs(calcaria) were also used and common in the Roman world, but of stirrups there is no trace. Neither is there any indication in the Rigveda that stirrups were used. Stirrup is in fact a contracted form of the Old English stige-rap(stigan "to mount"), and etrier from the Old High German estrifa- a strap of leather. In the earliest stirrups, according to Clark, a metal strip was introduced to strengthen the leather strap. One author believes that stirrups were evolved in Siberia by nomadic tribes not long before the fifth century A.D. The first stage in the development of the stirrup was "the attachment of a rope or a strap of leather to the riding pad to assist the rider to mount." De Camp believes that this loop which was on one side of the saddle helped the rider to mount. He also believes it was invented in this form by the Scythians before 100 B.C. as shown by the Chertomlyk vase, and the rigid twin stirrup was invented by the

51. ii.32.3. pádyabhír aśem vacasā ca vajínam tvām hinomā puruhūta viśvāma.
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54. i.162.17. śū-kṛta-.
55. vi.20.9.
56. iv.38.7-8.
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58. viii.66.3.
60. G. Clark, op.cit., p.54.
Sarmatians soon after 100 B.C., and helped them to overthrow the Scythian empire.63

Regardless of who invented the stirrup, the fact remains that rider managed to do without its use for some time. The Persians, like the Greeks, used neither saddles nor stirrups, and as a rule mounted by giving each other a 'leg up.'64

Other items that the horse was equipped with included bridle and bit. The bridle (raśmān, raśanā, raśmī), halter (sandāma), reins (abhīṣu), and ropes (dāma, rājju) for leading and tying the animal to an object were all known. In addition, there is an interesting word mentioned called paḍ-būsā-. It has been translated "foot-fetter,"65 but better and more likely is "hobble."66 A representation of this is found on the Chertomlyk silver amphora of the Scythians.67

The Aryan, like all good horesmen, knew that a horse's value lay in its feet. We thus find the word vidu-pañi-, "strong-hoofed,"68 or "having sound hoofs." The hippologist Xenophon recommends that an examination of the body of the horse should begin with the feet, "so too a war horse, even if all his other parts were good, could be valueless if he had bad feet."69

The Aryan washed their horses regularly,70 possibly daily.71 Columella lays down a rule that the body of a horse should be cleansed every day with as much care as that of a human, and that its back should be rubbed by hand.72 The Aryan employed the curry-comb for cleaning their


65. KEM, I, p.470., Böhtlingk und Roth, StM, iv, p.387., WzRV, col.760.


67. F.B.J.Kuiper, "Rigvedic Loanwords", in W.Kirfel, Studia Indologica,1955, p.162. Kuiper suggests that this has a non-Aryan origin.
horses.\textsuperscript{73} They also possessed stables for their horses.\textsuperscript{74} And like good horsemen, they were aware of the defects in a horse and appreciated the good qualities, such as a straight back.\textsuperscript{75}

Throughout ancient and modern times, wherever horses occur, many people have a favourite steed or mare. The name given to the animal may indicate the nature of it, and this is especially true in antiquity when racing was a very popular pastime.

The Ṛgveda provides several examples of loyal horses that became the favourites of their masters. Indra's two bay steeds, for instance, were the wonderment of the Āryans. These were noble, swift, unwearing, and obedient.\textsuperscript{76} Agni's horses are wind-impelled (vāta-jūta), beautiful (svāśva), ruddy (rohīt), tawny (aruṣā), active (jṛtāsva) and mind-yoked (manoyuj), showing what singleness of thought existed between Agni and his horses.\textsuperscript{77} The horses of the Āśvins are especially swift, auspicious and vigorous. They deserve worship because of the many wonders they perform.\textsuperscript{78}

There are in addition a few horses whose individual names have been preserved. These are Dadhikrā, Pedu, Tārksya, Ėtaśa and the Vājins. They are all deified horses and as they have a new existence they are responsible for spurring earthly horses.\textsuperscript{79}

Dadhikrā has an interesting derivation. It comes from two words, the first being dadhi-, "sour milk", and the second krā-, from kir-, "sprinkle."\textsuperscript{80} The meaning is therefore "milk flakes." This may well be a vestige or even an isolated piece of evidence to show that the Āryans relished mare's milk.

\textsuperscript{67} See quote 63.
\textsuperscript{68} WzRV, col.1315.
\textsuperscript{69} i.2.
\textsuperscript{70} ii.20.5-6.
\textsuperscript{71} See iv.15.6-9.
\textsuperscript{72} De re Rustica, vi.30.1.
\textsuperscript{73} viii.66.3. M.Monier-Williams, op.cit. p.828., WzRV, col.1054.
\textsuperscript{74} See iv.2.11.
\textsuperscript{75} iv.2.11.
One author believes that it is a reminder of the Aryan's ancestors who lived on the steppes. 81

According to Callimachus, the Cimbri (who were no other than the Cimmerians) were mare-milkers. He explains,

The attachment to mare's milk has been common to most nations in their uncivilized state. Most rude and poor nations drink the milk of the animals they ride... This habit suits their moveability, scanty property, small supply of food, and a sterile or uncultivated country.  82

The flesh and milk of the horse were well-known articles of food to the Indo-European peoples. 83 The Scythians and Sarmatians used mare's milk as a regular food supply. 84 It was the most important singular item in their daily diet. 85 This fermented mare's milk (Greek Οξύτοκα) is exactly the same item as used by the Turks who call it kumis. This custom may still be found in parts of Central Asia. 86

The Greeks heroized swift horses. In the foaming, restless billows of the sea, the white foam of the surging sea, in the typical white-top waves that precede the outbreak of a storm, the Hellenes saw the moving, white-maned horses of Poseidon. 87 A white-topped wave is still known in the English language as a white horse. 88

---
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81. ibid., p.71, note 18.
Poseidon was the creator of the horse in Greek legends, first called Areion. It remained his main symbol, and legends all over Greece (especially from Thessaly and Attica) ascribed to Poseidon the creation of this marvellous creature.

The Poseidon of the Tuatha de Danaan in Eire is Ler, but little is heard of him in comparison with his son Manannan mac. Ler. He had a horse called "Splendid Mane", which like all horses that have been deified, possessed supernatural strengths. He was swifter than the spring wind and travelled equally fast on land or over the waves of the sea. His horses bear the title Wogen, meaning "surges".

The heroization of the horse thus marked a unique bond between man and horse. Although the horse and chariot were important, they were not inseparable. The horse could be used as a mount and enjoy as much esteem as if it was drawing the chariot. But the age of chariotry was too strong to be removed at the moment, and the horse must wait before the age of riding attains a similar greatness. Either way, the horse could not be forgotten for it had made itself a name, and would impress that name on many more civilizations long after the Aryans had perished.

84. W.M.McGovern, *op.cit.*, p.44.
85. ibid., p.45.
Chapter IV

HORSE AS IMAGE OF THE GODS
The hymns of the Ṛgveda abound with references, stories and myths about conquest and defeat. The cry of war, the battle, can be vividly heard from the voices of the poets. The clang of swords, the rumbling of chariots across the plains, the war cry, and the snortings of horses are all picturesquely described, if only at times briefly, by the poets of almost three thousand five hundred years ago.

In the midst of these battles there is the part played by heroes. Every nation has had its heroes who have led their people through battles: their mere presence enspirits the army to go forth with renewed vigour and determination. People can put their trust in a leader who they know will safely deliver them from their enemies. In ages past, the leaders who generated most enthusiasm in battles are the gods. The god of war is an extremely powerful figure and appears in many mythologies as the most powerful and influential of the gods. This is not surprising since the occupation of a territory meant constant alertness and preparedness for war.

Indra is the war god of the Āryans. His supremacy overall is unquestioned by the poets. The trust in him not merely borders on divine worship, it is divine worship. He is a god whose tasks involve the defeat of wicked powers in the heavenly realm and the enemies of the Āryans on earth. The problem that researchers have had with war gods like Indra is who or what they are or represent. This has not been easy as one Celtic scholar has admitted:

Indra was far more human than the elemental gods, and, in fact, so much so that no one has been able to say with any great probability what he was originally a personification of....

it being, to say the least of it, just as probable that, in point of origin and history, Indra should be regarded as a deified man.¹

The task of finding out what a god is is not easy. The poets do not say in a straightforward manner what Indra is. This is not to say that they do not tell us, it merely means that we have to search hard, piecing the evidence together before we can find out what he is. He is certainly an elusive god, possessing diverse characteristics. A clue to what he is comes when one examines a common theme in the legends involving him. It goes like this: Indra releases the water from the clouds (which are figuratively called mountains) and sends the lightning (which is his bolt), but one does not see him. Where is he? 

Natural phenomena are seen, but the beings that control them are not seen. Indra is one of these latter. He is invisible because he is immortal. So are the other gods. The Indo-Europeans emphatically proclaim their existence and anyone who does not is regarded as an unbeliever and will incur the gods' awesome wrath. The processes of nature are not believed to be accidental. A higher, much more powerful and intelligent lifeform is responsible for them. The Aryans' creation of these beings is meant to explain the forces and happenings of nature. In this scheme of things each being has a special sphere of operation, though sometimes it overlaps with another. With Indra war is the principal concern.

The epithets describing Indra are legion, but one of especial interest calls him "lord of bay steeds." Why should he bear this title in many passages of the Rgveda? Indra has two horses. They are his dear companions that take him to the battle scenes and the sacrifices. Indra's horses are swift, well-trained and dearly loved by their owner. No other courser can overtake these two supernatural beasts. Their yoking or mounting depends on the prayers of the worshippers. If they do not

3. i.3.6., 165.3., viii.1.9,24,25,31-32.
request help then surely the horses of Indra cannot be expected to come. The references to these horses are many, and this fact confirms the importance of the title.

A little reflection will show why Indra bears this title. The god Indra is principally a god of war— he wields the thunderbolt and leads the charge into battle. The horse, like Indra, is also a charger, that is to say, one who delights in the battle. All authors on war, ancient and modern, have known that the horse is an animal suited for war. The Roman writer of the fourth century on animal husbandry, Vegetius, lists the horse’s most important uses as , firstly, war, secondly, racing in the circus, and thirdly, riding.  

Plutarch, when referring to the Trojan horse, says that the horse is a spirited and warlike animal. The Greek writer Oppian refers in a brilliantly descriptive passage about this particular temperament:

How in the battle does the warhorse hearken to the martial note of the long trumpet that marks the din of conflict! How with unwinking eyes does he look upon the dense array of armed warriors, the gleaming bronze, the flashing sword! He has learned also when it behoves him to stand and anon to charge; and he has learned to hearken to the watchword of mighty captains.

The horse’s reactions in battle have proved favourable ground for poets and writers both old and modern. A seventeenth century treatise on animals describes the desirable qualities in a great war horse:

4. Ars Mulomedicina, iii.6.2.  
5. Quaestiones Romanae, 97.  
6. Oppian, i.205-211.
they must be such as will rejoice
and gather stomach at the voice of
music, trumpets, and at the ringing
of armour: they must not be afraid
of other horses, and refuse not combat,
but be able to leap high and far,
and rush into the battle, fighting
(as is said) with heels and mouth.7

When a rider's life depended on the horse it would be comforting
to know that the animal will play its part in the battle. The comments
above agree that the horse is the animal of war par excellence even
more in antiquity than in modern times.8 Its preeminent place is in
the battlefield and here it has no rivals. So much in fact is the horse
identified with war that some cities in antiquity used it on their coins
to symbolize conquest. As an illustration of the significance of the
horse, in particular its head, signifying war, take the example of
the founding of Carthage.

According to tradition, Carthage was founded by Dido, the Phoenecian
queen in the ninth century B.C. By the order of the oracle, a priestess
of Juno dug in the ground and discovered the head of a bullock. This
was deemed unsatisfactory because bullocks and oxen were servile animals
under the yoke. Hence the city would be enslaved. Another attempt was
made, however, and a horse's head was uncovered. This was reckoned
auspicious because the horse was symbolic not only of war but of victory
as well.9 Justinius'10 says that the finding of a horse's head indicated
that the people there established would become bellicosus potensque. The
head of the horse is the important thing since the head contains the
senses and thoughts of the animal.11

8. H.M.Hubbell, "Horse sacrifice in antiquity," Yale Classical Studies,
i, 1928, p.183.
9. F.Creuzer, Symbolik und Mythologie der alten Völker, Leipzig, 1843,
iv, p.380.
10. xviii.5.16.
The horse's place is thus in the battlefield. It is not unusual, therefore, to find that it is held as a sacred animal to the god of war. In the Ṛgveda this place belongs to Indra. As the chief god of war he is called "lord of bay steeds." As Indra's steeds are instrumental in slaying Vṛtra and his company, so too does the earthly warrior desire that divine strength in him and his horses. Thus Indra's horses are said in one place to be linked with the power of Indra. They are his helpers in all situations, and because they bear him through all tasks they also partake of the offerings which mortals prepare for Indra. In most cases this is barley and perhaps some Soma.

The continued existence of the Āryans depends upon victory. Hence sacrifices relating to war are foremost among the people. When the Ṛgveda is read war comes up as the dominating theme. The life of the people, their security and well-being depend on the alertness of the Āryans and their ability to crush incursive tribes. In the Āryans' war equipment the principal vehicle is the horse. Here this creature comes into its own. It is valuable since it is the security of the tribes. Whether used in riding or drawing the chariot, the horse is depended upon for the livelihood of these tribes. Hence the veneration and care bestowed upon it.

Sacrifices were many, but those concerned with war were the most important. The winning of spoil looms high among the poets' praises, and rightly so. Spoil means increased wealth and better life for the people. Just as Indra wins spoil "with steeds," so too presumably does the leader of the tribe wish to do the same. If the horse is sacrificed, the spirit of the beast will be with the leader in his conquests. Conquest is

12. i.52.8. jaghanvāy u haribhīḥ sambhytakratav īndra vṛtram manuṣe gatuyānān apāh.
13. 
as an important part of the horse sacrifice because the horse symbolizes it. It is no great wonder, therefore, why Indra is called "lord of bay steeds" because he is the conqueror whom no one can defeat.  

There survives some evidence that ancient kings employed the horse to assert their suzerainty. It grows into a complex ritual in later Indian history where it becomes an expensive state ceremony, but the Rigveda knows the sacrifice as relatively simple. In one example King Sudās is pictured establishing his hold over territory and conquest of foes:

Let loose Sudās' horse to win riches!
May the King slay the enemy in the
East, West and in the North; then he
shall perform a sacrifice at the best
place of the earth.  

Here the releasing of the horse indicates that the king hopes to be victorious. As in the battle the racing forth of the horse means spread of territory and freedom to roam over that territory, so would the extent of the king's dominion be. This releasing of the horse, therefore, is "the most important manifestation of kingship."  

There is another verse which hints at this custom. In this instance King Bhavyā, who dwelt on the banks of the Sindhu, presents to the priests a magnificent display of gifts: cattle, horses and chariots of all kinds. This may be a token of appreciation for the priests' prayers for his victory, or rather, assertion of suzerainty. For example, he is called "unconquered king", and he has extended his "unworned glory to the high heavens." The word for "unconquered" may be equally well

14. viii.2.36. sānitā vípro árvadbhīr hantā vytrām mṛbhir īr̥r̥iḥ sūraḥ/ satyo 'vita viḥántam.  
15. iii.53.11. úpa práca kuśikas cetúyadhyavam āśvah rāve pra muničata suśasah/ rāja vytrām jānghanat prāg āpūg údāg áthā yajāte vára a prthivyāḥ.  
17. i.126.1,2. aturto rājā......divī śrāvo 'jāram ā tatāna.
translated "unrivalled" or "matchless", signifying that there is no worthwhile opposition, and that consequently his power and glory are firmly established. This is precisely the purpose of setting the horse free. In a way, just as in Carthage the finding of a horse's head signifies conquests and victories for the city in the future, so too does the releasing of the horse mean the establishment of victory. The victor (symbolized by the horse) is unhindered in his movements. In each instance the horse plays a role in asserting dominance and power.

The act, however, is not complete. To show respect to the gods who have favoured the ruler, he participates in the slaying of the horse. It must have been a great loss to the ruler to lose such a horse, since only the most faithful horse could be offered to the gods. No sacrifice is really worthy of the gods, but the best possible horse is chosen and invariably the animal is white or a light colour.

White was universally held to be a sacred colour. Its sanctity was not confined to animals alone but extended also to such objects as robes and garments. One Roman writer, Ammianus Marcellinus, states that in their triumphs and sacrifices the Romans chose white oxen. And others observe that if white oxen could not be purchased which were perfectly white they were coloured with chalk, so that they would be artificially white! The oxen were called *boves cretati*.

White was considered the preeminent colour. It was "the most admired, and considered as a mark of pre-eminence and sovereignty." It was "always considered as the imperial badge, and consecrated to sovereignty." Livy reckons white horses among the insignia of royalty, just as much as the purple robe, armed guards and the diadem. White horses invariably drew triumphers or royalty—no other colour was fit for sovereignty.

---

18. xxv.4.
20. ibid., p.93.
21. ibid., p.95.
The origin of the veneration of white-coloured objects may be traced back to the word shine. Dīv- is the verb form from which the word god (devā) is derived, and it means "the shining one." The Indo-European speaking peoples regarded the sun as representing the sum of all beauty and sovereignty, everything good and beneficial, as the principal condition for every aspect of created life on the earth, as a divinity without which no-one would be, and without which the entire creation would be annihilated.

The sun is the brightest luminary. Its bright colour, which filled the whole earth, remained a source of mystery to the ancients. Anything white, therefore, had some sanctity attached to it. But especially is the horse sacred and all the more so if it is white. For just as the sun is sometimes likened to a horse and at times said to be drawn by white horses, so a white horse would in fact be thought to have descended from the sun. It may be of interest to note here that of all the animals kept by man only the horse's history has been genealogically kept. This is still true today with racehorses.

Because of the sanctity attached to white horses, they were often kept apart. This is certainly true in some northern countries. Not that there was anything superior about white horses either in speed or other qualities, "but rather to the sanctity attached to animals of a white colour...." There are a number of instances in Indo-European countries where only white horses could be sacrificed, in particular to the sun.

22. Natural History, xxiv.5.
Thus in Persia after Cyrus' reign a horse was sacrificed every month to Cyrus at his tomb at Pasargadae. So great was the value set upon white horses by the Persians that the tribute paid by the Cilicians was set at "three hundred and sixty white horses, one for every day in the year, and five hundred talents of silver." 

The Illyrian Veneti sacrificed white horses in a shrine called after Diomedes; and white horses were held in special esteem by some tribes of Germany, and "the sacrifice of horses was a characteristic of the religion of the Teutonic and Scandinavian peoples." In Sicily white horses were highly esteemed. White horses were specially bred in Persia. A breed, called the Nisean breed, was regarded as very sacred. Darius took them along in his army and they drew the chariot of the gods.

According to early Greek legend Poseidon created the horse. It was also he, according to several Greek writers, who introduced the horse sacrifice. These authors speak of white horses being drowned in his honour: they were drowned because Poseidon was also god of the sea. When we examine the literature of Greece's successor and indebtor, Rome, we also find references to white horses being offered to the gods. Thus on the first of January the newly elected Consul sacrifices to the sun god Janus a white horse on the Capitol in Rome. And in the field of Mars a white horse is sacrificed yearly. It is noteworthy that Mars, like the Vedic god Indra, is that country's chief war divinity, and because the horse was regarded as the animal of war, it was a fitting sacrifice. The ancient Germans, particularly in the north of the country,

27. Anabasis, vi.29., Strabo, Geography, 729.
30. ibid., p.104.
32. ibid., i.189., Fr.Schachermeyer, Poseidon.....Bern, 1950, p.76.
34. Lydus, De mensibus, iv.3., H.Böttger, op.cit., p.42, note 95.
35. Sextus Pompus Festus, 14.
offered up humans and horses to the sun and war god "and nourished prophesying white horses in groves."36

Quite a few parallels were offered by the ancients to justify the glorification of an animal or object. The horse was an animal of the sun because like the horse the sun is a runner. "The sun in the heavens has the white horse as its emblem."37 Interestingly enough, the Romans firmly believed in the superior fleetness of horses of white colour, so that "to outstrip with white horses" became a proverbial expression for an easy victory.38 Vergil39 represents Turnus, king of the Rutuli, as drawn by horses "which surpassed in whiteness the snow, in fleetness the wind."40

Returning to Vedic India we find a similar situation. Here, as elsewhere, white horses are esteemed. But it is not only for their white or bright colour but for some superior qualities. Take the example of the Asvins and Pedú. These beings gave to Pedú "a swift horse, winning thousands, who carries off the prize, who is irresistible, the dragon-slayer, glorious, conquering (enemies)."41 And again: "You Asvins have given to Pedú from Indra a fiery, dragon-slaying, white horse... the superior one, powerful, winning thousands, like a bull with strong limbs."42 This beautiful horse (śvetám āśvam) replaced the nag which he formerly owned.43 The praise given to this horse shows that it was the kind of horse an Aryan would treasure. He is called "the swift horse"44, showing that all the valuable attributes a horse could possess were packaged in this beast. In a later hymn, Soma is compared to him on the grounds that he is "a slayer of all these who are called dragons..."45

Pedú, like Dadhikṛtā and Tārqiṣya, joined the league of divine horses. whose job it is to aid those in the battle and the race on earth.

36. Tacitus, Germania, ix.1., i.16.
37. H.Böttger, op.cit., p.43.
38. Horace, Satires, i.7.7-8.
39. Aeneid, xii.84.
The Ṛgvedic poets were not without recourse in finding appropriate comparisons for the horse. Indeed the many comparisons show how uppermost was the horse in their minds. Its importance is recognized in many spheres of life: the sacred and the secular. When we find the horse compared with another highlight of Ṛgvedic life we should not be surprised. It is only regrettable that the significance has been only rarely appreciated.

Soma's fame has grown since its identity has been revealed and accepted by quite a few Vedic scholars. But Soma's identification is not necessary for the use we need to make of it. The epithets and descriptions are sufficient to show how close the poets viewed Soma and the horse. Perhaps the comparisons may appear absurd, but such is far from the truth. It is in fact "of the greatest importance in Vedic mythology."

The most familiar of offerings, that of Soma, is often presented as the offering of a horse. Soma represents the horse. In one verse we read of the offering procedure: "Pour out the gold-coloured (Soma) in the bowel of the wooden vessel; chip it with stone axes! wrap it with ten bards; harness the beast to the two poles!" Stone axes are not used for chopping up a juice. It may refer to the actual stalks, but even so the verse is an allegory. Indeed the verse calls the juice a vāhni-a drawer, runner, that is, a horse! The poet understood the comparison: the

---

41. i.117.9. *puru varpänsy asvinä dádhänä ni pedäva uhathur ás'üm áśvam/ sahasraśām vájinam ápratitam ahíhànam śravasyām tátrutram.
42. i.118.9. *yuvā śvetām pedāva indra jütaṃ ahíhànam asvinídattam áśvam/ jolńțram aryā abhihütām ugrām sahasraśām viṣṇam vídvaṅgam.
43. i.116.6. *yām asvinā dadāthin śvetām áśvam aghaśvaya áśvavād it svasti.
44. vii.71.5. *.... pedāva uhathur ás'üm áśvam.
45. ix.88.4. *paidvō na hi tvām áhinānam hantā víśvasyaśi soma dáśyām.
48. x.101.10. *ā tā gīcā hārim tā drōr upāsthē váśāthis takṣārāmamadāhyēbhī/ pari svajadhvam dāsa kaksyābhīr ubhe dhūrau práti vāhinaṃ yunakta.*
Soma offering symbolically portrayed the offering of a swift horse: the Soma runs down through the filter and is then partaken of, just as the horse is, as we shall shortly show.

Soma is sometimes called hārī- a colour which may vary from flaming fire to golden yellow. It may be doubted whether "any mundane colour such as 'bay' would describe the steeds of the sun," but one should remember the different colours the sun radiates from its ascent to its descent. Thus we find Soma compared many times with the sun because of their like colours.

Soma shines with the sun, and he makes the sun to shine. The colour of Soma blends well with the sun. It is directly called the sun innumerable times or represented as the sun. The sun here is Sūrya, the physical luminary that, from an earthly viewpoint, traverses the heavens. Just like the sun, Soma is a great mystery. The Rgvedic poets asked questions such as why does the sun not fall? what holds it up? To their thinking the sun housed the secret to eternity. All eternal beings had their abode there.

Where the everlasting light is,
in which world the sun is placed,
in this send me, O juice, in the immortal, imperishable world.

And again one can see that immortality was greatly desired; and objects like Soma were thought to represent, as it were, a shadow or semblance of immortality: "Where every wish and desire (are fulfilled); where the highpoint of the sun is....."

50. ix.2.6. sām sūryeṇa rocate.
51. ix.28.5., 37.4.
52. ix.113.7. yātra jyōtir ājasraṁ yāsrāṁ lokā svār hitāṁ/ tāṁ māṁ dhehi pavanānāmṛte lokē aśīta īndrāyendo pāri āśava.
53. ix.113.10. yātra kāmā nīkāmāś ca yātra brahmāsya viṣṭāpam.
Like the sun, Soma is compared with a courser. The horse sums up in an earthly object the nature of the sun, and so does Soma. But although Soma has divine-like qualities, such as giving added strength and the ability to perform valiant deeds that ordinarily could not be performed, it is not a member of the animal world. It therefore does not have the life that an animal does. The horse sacrifice represents the highpoint in the Ægvedic sacrificial calendar. The Soma sacrifice, while it was very important, was a daily event, and a type of the greater, horse sacrifice.

Like the horse, Soma is divine. He is "sprung from the gods." The procedure of crushing the Soma stalks and allowing the juice to flow down until it reaches the filters and is poured off is picturesque, and oftentimes compared with preparing a horse for a race or battle, and then watch it attain the victory. Firstly, then, the horse is selected: "We choose today that chariot steed of yours, the Strong, that brings us bliss, the Guardian, the desire of all." Then comes the adornment and robing: "Ten rapid fingers deck the courser in the jar...." "Carefully cleansed and decked like a prize-winning Steed, O Soma...." "O Soma, you are decked to win...." The priests array in gorgeous dress the Soma for immortality just as a driver or rider adorns his horse.

The next step is the race. "Like chariots that thunder on their way, like coursers eager for renown, have Soma drops flowed forth for wealth...." In an allegory, the pressers who squeeze the juice and send it along to the bowls for collection are compared to charioteers: "Drive you that tawny courser, O you pressers, on his way to war, swift steed that carries off the spoil." And the fate of the juice? "To glory you go, sage with disposing skill, like a groomed steed you rush forward to the prize." "Haste, like

54. ix.97.29. ...devajata.
55. ix.65.28. t te dakṣam mayobhuvam vāṁnim adya vṝtmahaḥ pāntam a purusprham.
56. ix.85.7. atyam mr̥janti kalāse dāśa ṭkāpah....
57. ix.85.5. marmajyāmāne atyo nā sānasır īndrasya soma jāthāre sam akṣaraḥ.
58. ix.56.3. mṝjyaṣe soma sātaye.
59. ix.62.6. ॐ तम अस्वाम ना हेतारो सासुब्हान्म अम्ताेया.
Like a courser, Soma gives victory and hence ultimate glory. He raises the courage of the combatants who drink him, and his part in the defeat of Vṛtra and other demons is substantial. Soma is the human's gift to the gods, and once they partake of it, their power becomes unsurpassed. Indra slays Vṛtra because Soma imbibes in him incredible strength.

Soma also gives victory to humans. The arguments for Soma being a mushroom are well-grounded, and the effects produced add to the argument. A stimulant such as this would produce 'fire' in humans that hitherto was not there. Small wonder, then, that the people who drank this juice looked on the mushroom as a gift from the gods. It did something that few other things could do. It gave victory. And so too did the horse, another gift from the gods. The comparisons continue.

The prize is now in sight. One should expect loud neighings and snortings from the beasts as they gallop onwards in ever increasing fury. "Like a courser racing to the prize, Indu, the lover of the gods, roars as he passes, in the sieve." And later: "The king is passing through the filter with a roar...." "You, yoked by strong men, neigh like a courser, swifter than thought is, like an awful lion...." The loud noises produced when the juice flowed through the filters conjured up in the poets' minds the

---

60. ix.10.1. प्राच्याः सुषोराति इवार्वांतो नाश्रवस्यावह्य सोमाः राये अक्रामुह.
61. ix.62.18. तान सोतो धनास्पितम असिम वाजया वत्तेन्ह हरिः हिनोता वजःनम.
62. ix.82.2. काव्य वेधस्यां पाये इश्मिनत आयो नामृतो अभिवाजस्म अर्गाय.
63. ix.97.25. अरवन्त इवाः सर्वांस भागिन्य अंकिन्य स्वयो अभिवित्ताम अर्गाम.
64. ix.43.5. इन्दुर आतो नावाजार्ती कानिक्रंति पवित्रां तथा याद अकार अथि देवयुप.
65. ix.85.9. राज्य पवित्राम आते तथै तोतुवाद त....
66. ix.97.28. अस्वो नोप्रावो विषाहिर युजानाहिर सिन्हो नाभ्यतो मनासो जप्याय.
battle and racing scenes.

The ultimate destiny of the juice is the same as the prize horse. "The men, the sages with their hymns, eager for help, deck the strong steed, deck you for service of the gods." This is the purpose of the Soma sacrifice and also of the horse sacrifice: dedication to the gods. While the procedures of the sacrifices are the same, the time of the performance is entirely different. The soma sacrifices are daily sacrifices: sunrise, midday, and sunset. They celebrate the positions of the sun each day.

When the sun begins his journey he is young and fresh and ready to embark on a long passage from east to west. He has just emerged from darkness and who knows what he encountered there? Poets and storytellers filled in the details for the curious, and the mystery or unseen journey of the sun provided the basis for many myths about the hero's capture or long duel with the malevolent powers of darkness. But now the sun is free and his victory is always assured. The morning Soma sacrifice celebrates this victory of light over darkness daily to remind the participants that good and light triumphs over evil and darkness.

The daily sacrifices are only half of the sacrificial year. There are certain times during the solar year which divide the seasons from one another. Most peoples of antiquity chose common dates to celebrate a significant event in nature's pattern. To people whose lives were bound up with the fortunes of nature, changes in the seasons were of vital concern. Many of these festivals refer to the same thing.

67. ix.17.7. tām u tvā vṛjīnam nāro dhībhīr viprā avasyavah/ mṛjānti devatātaye.
Man watched the rise, progress and decline of the fiery ball of the day and how it related to the changes in seasons. Festivals created for the purpose of reminding people of the changes in the seasons were invariably great celebrations, either joyous or remorseful.

Among the most celebrated of festivals are the winter-solstice, summer-solstice, spring equinox and new year's feast. The winter solstice holds a specially prominent position.

The feast of the winter solstice meant the beginning of the rebirth of the sun. One of the names this feast appeared under was Jule, Yule or Jól. It was a combination of religion and conviviality, and also marked the first day of the year. It marked the beginning of what the ancient Germans called the "Mother Night", since from December 25th until the 6th of January was a period of 'twelve nights' in which time the people turned to their gods for aid during the coming year.

The winter solstice, like other high or holy days, was an ideal time to offer a worthy sacrifice. Unlike the daily sacrifices in the Aryan sacred calendar where soma juice and barley were offered, the special annual sacrifices required something more grandiose and fitting for the deities. This usually took the form of an animal or even human offering to please the gods and show appreciation of the expected favour for the coming season or year. In many lands the animal selected was the horse for it fitted most the objectives of these special sacrifices.

One of the names of the grand festival of the sun, Yule, may

---

69. R. Büttger, op.cit., p.92.
have an interesting history. Tod derives the name from hi-el or hi-al of the northern nations. El means "sun", and hya or hi "horse". This corresponds to a Rigvedic name of the horse, hi. Tod's etymology may well be questioned, if only because scarcely anyone else has proposed it before. It is worthwhile keeping in mind, however, because the horse sacrifice to the sun was a well-known ceremony to many peoples of antiquity.

In ancient Ireland, Giraldus Cambrensis reports on a unique ceremony. Here a white horse is killed and the king is obliged to bathe in a tub with the slain horse, and not only that, but also "he must eat the flesh, and drink the broth wherein he sitteth, without cuppe or dish or use of his hand". This northern Ireland king-rite is parallel with the Rigvedic, but more especially with the later Indic asvamedha. It may well be a pre-Indo-European custom that lingered on. Both support and disbelief have resulted from this account. As part of his inauguration the king had to turn around three times from left to right and then three times from right to left. This was an old charm that supposedly imitated the sun's progress. In the south of Ireland, there were certain fairs at which a white horse was paraded through the assembled crowds and then tied up to preside over the proceedings.

In ancient Rome there was a celebration in October that culminated

---

71. WzRV, col.1647.
72. Topographia Hibernica, chapter 25.
73. James Ware, The antiquities and history of Ireland...London, 1705, p.17.
75. ibid.
76. Support comes from G.Henderson, Survivals in Belief among the Celts, Glasgow, 1911, p.272. P.W.Joyce, however, believes that this is but
in the sacrifice of a horse. A race was held and the winning horse was offered to the gods. It was called October horse. Its blood was scattered on the temple steps, and the slaughtering of this victorious steed was believed to bring blessings for the country. Mars was the presiding deity, both because he was the god of war and also the god of harvests.

To the north of the Persians dwelt a people called Massagetae. They worshipped only the sun as their god, and offered to this deity horses. When a Scythian king died, his horse was sacrificed in addition to members of his household. After the lapse of a year further sacrifices took place at the king's grave. In the Scythian king graves at Jekaterinoslaw horse bones have been found along with other personal items that the king thought indispensable for the hereafter.

In the northern countries, horse sacrifices were a vital part of the life of the people. In Germany horse offerings took place at all major festivals, usually in honour of Wodan and Frey. Until this practise was stamped out by Christian missionaries, it flourished. In Swedan Snorri tells us that it had been the duty of the king to take charge of the royal sacrifice. A horse was led forth at the folkmoot (the thing) and butchered. The meat was divided among the people for a sacrificial meal, but the blood was used to redden the sacrificial tree, called the blot tree. There is also a ceremony where the Swedish king, as part

"one of the many silly fables" that make up his work. See A Social History of Ireland, London, 1903, I, p.419.
77. ibid., I, p.46.
78. ibid.
of a sacrifice, rides around the temple, following the course of the sun.

Nearly all of these rites emphasize the link between the sacrificial animal and the fertility of the land. A white horse, whose care was entrusted to priests or other specially-designated persons, was the holy animal chosen for the sacrifice. In a temple to Arkona, only priests could feed the white horse so that it would not be profaned. The sacrifice of this pure horse was meant for the ruler of the heavens in order that its strength might be renewed once more.

The horse sacrifice had taken root in most of the Indo-European countries; a root so firm that its addictive practice posed formidable barriers to the proselytizing attempts of Christian missionaries. Pope Gregory III (A.D. 737) and Zachary wrote to their representatives in Germany to stamp this custom out for "it is an unclean and execrable thing to do".

One of the earliest pieces of evidence of this horse sacrificing

82. W. Ridgeway, op. cit., p.128.
84. ibid., I, p.254.
comes from the Rgveda. It may well extend its roots much farther back than that: possibly to the Indo-European antiquity or even before. With a naked realism that is sometimes almost horrible, the slaughtering and burning of the horse occupies two hymns. The horse is a part of the sun, and when it joins the gods in the heavens it is only completing a relationship that partly existed while the horse was still alive. For the horse is truly "god-born", and remains the gods' symbol. Although parts of the performance are grisly, other verses indicate a deep feeling for the animal. Perhaps because it was regarded as not merely another animal that this rather unique feeling is expressed.

Elaborate and strict procedures governed the performance of the sacrifice. It was no haphazard and casual affair. The organs are carefully dissected and called out when severed. Every part of the horse had to be accounted for when put into the cauldron, for an incomplete sacrifice would incur considerable penalty. This is a complete or whole sacrifice, which means that the trappings—halter, bridle, nose rings, reins—would also go to the gods.

The successful performance of this sacrifice would mean blessings, both physical and spiritual. The horse is the generator, invigorator, winner, and possessor of "vigour" or vāja. This was to secure fertility of nature and promote growth. It would also give victory on the battlefield and on the racing circuit. Like Dadhikrā, who perhaps himself was once a collection of meat lumps in a boiling cauldron, the new horse would cause the Aryans to conquer

90. 1.162.1. . .vājino devājatasya. . .
92. 1.162.9,10.
93. 1.162.16.
94. iv.38. passim.
new lands and extend their dominions.95

Once the horse was despatched, songs were sung to celebrate the horse's new-found home. The meat would be eaten and a prosperous year would soon be ushered in if the gods were happy with the sacrifice. The loss of one horse was not really viewed as a loss, for it did not die. And the blessings resulting from the sacrifice would easily compensate. While the Āryans' horse sacrifice may at times appear gruesome, the reader should remember, as the Āryans themselves did, that there was a more noble side to this act. This is an act of sacrifice on their part to greater beings whom they trusted in for their daily cares. No sacrifice could really recompense the creation which these invisible beings had given to the tribes of the earth, and that included the creation of that most noble of animals, the horse, to which no other for the possession of good qualities could be esteemed, compared or equalled.

95. iv.38.10.
CONCLUSION
The darling and companion of the hero, the delight of the poet: such is the picture presented by the Indo-European peoples of the horse. Though they were widespread in their wanderings and settlements, they yet continued to have a common interest: an interest in the horse. The horse goes wherever they go, for it is unthinkable that a people whose love of horses flowed in their blood should be separate from their life's companion. In so much of their thought the horse is present. It plays a major role in myths that are the delight of the poet, and the comparisons in which the horse features are many.

Seldom has an animal attained such prominence. It makes its abode with kings and princes, declares the future of nations and the fate of men, and sheds tears at its master's death. It strides into the battle with a boldness that surpasses the most belligerent of the human race and tosses its head high in the air when victory is attained. Conversely, it is dejected when conquered and yearns for freedom and the spoils of victory.

The attribution of human qualities is perhaps foremost represented in the horse. This is by no means a recent phenomenon. It may be found prominently amongst the Aryan peoples. Much of what the Aryans attributed to the horse may today appear nonsensical, but that is hardly grasping the intended meaning that these peoples hoped to convey. This was the intense love of these peoples for the animal: a feature they possessed in common and a feature that entitles them to be called the first true horsemen of the ancient world.

As a people they were doubtless crazy about horses. If the horse was not driving the chariot or being ridden into a battle it was racing furiously around the racing circuit to the loud cries of the spectators. It was accustomed to the taking of spoil from another tribe and expected
to deliver the rider or driver safely back home. Much was expected of the animal and few can deny that it did its utmost to serve its master. It gave much and expected little in return. The demands made upon it could hardly be recompensed. But we do find the Āryans not only praising the animal with kind words but actively seeking and promoting the welfare of the animal.

This is shown by the daily care of the horse. It is kept well-groomed and fed a sufficient supply of barley to satisfy its hunger. In addition, references to "dear companions" suggest well-kept horses. The sacrificer apologizes for any maltreatment committed on the horse during its earthly lifetime, praying that punishment will be withheld. Scarcely would the Rgvedic poets heap praises on the beauty of their horses if they were not kept in excellent condition.

Moreover, the very position given to the horse indicates that it was held in high regard and looked on with favour. To the Āryans the horse was not just another beast created by the gods: it was the image of the heavenly on earth. As such it was a gift of the gods to mankind. It therefore deserved special consideration.

This is shown by the fact that the horse alone has a special sacrifice. In the Rgveda two hymns are devoted to this sacrifice. It is an offering of the best animal to the best creation of the gods, namely, the sun. Like other nations of antiquity, Rgvedic India could have had the horse sacrifice at a special time of the year, namely, spring or new year. That the horse should be sacred to the Indo-Europeans' highest divinity means that there was something special about the horse. We find no other animal dedicated to the gods apart from the horse alone.

To the Āryans the sun is the epitome of perfection. Everything about it excites wonder and awe. It is the house of the hereafter where the gods
also make their abode. From its uprising to its descend on the west there is much mystery. How does it move? Why does it not fall down? Where does it go during the night? The poets ask these questions.

The sun, like the horse, is a visible object. But the Aryans also believe in the existence of invisible beings who rule the world. They are responsible for creating the sun, for setting it on a directed path, for creating the course of rivers, and for animating both man and beast.

Out of the sun these beings create the horse. It therefore has attributes of the sun, the preeminent one being swiftness. The sun is believed to be the swiftest traveller of all things, whether living or non-living, in the heavens or on the earth. The horse is the earthly representative of this supreme creation of the gods, and therefore the most fitting sacrifice in its honour. If the horse had not been highly esteemed it would scarcely have been chosen to be an offering to the gods. Only the best could be given to the mighty gods, for if the best was not given, how could the humans expect the gods to lavish blessings on them?

There is yet another piece of evidence to show that the horse is held in high regard by the Aryans. The great gods are, like their human subjects, pictured as being driven by horses. It is true that occasionally other animals—such as the swan, ass, goat—also draw the gods, but the majority of verses declare that the horse is the yoke bearer. It is also the drawer of the sun, though at times the sun is regarded as a courser itself. All of these instances are there to show that the horse is the chosen animal of the gods. No other beast can vie with the horse for nobleness, swiftness, devotion, or love of the battle.

Equally important, few peoples can vie with the Indo-Europeans in the knowledge of horses. They have preserved for us much that will always
remain valuable. True horsemanship starts with an appreciation of the horse's nature. This is fundamental. It is the right foot, or rather hoof, to start with, so to speak. It is important to everyone schooled in the classical method of horsemanship. So great was the emphasis on oneness and singleness of mind that gandharvas and centaurs (half man, half horse) were created. The Āśvins may also reflect this close understanding between horse and man.

Much of what we have and know about horses today comes from the Indo-Europeans. Horses were their life. Especially can all ages benefit from the knowledge that given proper care, love and reward, the horse will be a valuable friend of man. Poets throughout the ages have eulogized the horse for the special qualities that have made it attractive to man.

Famous horses throughout history are invariably associated with important people. Not a few heroes in antiquity had their favourite horse. The fact that the names of some of them have come down to us shows that horses, of all beasts that man has dealt with, have been given individual attention. When his master dies, the horse weeps bitterly: for so close is the kinship between man and horse.

Not only have the Indo-Europeans left for posterity a rich legacy in horses as animals used for service, but also used in other matters. The famed horse-doctors of old, the twins, give us an insight, however brief, into the Āryan medical system. For it may well be true that the early medical systems of many ancient nations had their origins in the observations of animal corpses.

There was ample opportunity for the sacrificial priests to observe the anatomy of the horse. Meticulous care is revealed in the sacrificial-horse hymns in dissecting the bodily parts of the animal. The ribs are enumerated
and organs were exhumed and offered to the many gods. Here was an excellent chance for experimental medicine to begin its studies. It is of interest to note that the As'vins, whose name means "horse possessors", should also be foremost physicians.

The medical system is but one of a number of offshoots that we can learn about when studying the horses of the Indo-Europeans. Excellent insight is also available into the technical skills of the Indo-Europeans. Working by tradition learnt through generations the craftsman knew not by theory but in his eyes and fingers the fitting-together of the parts of the wheel. Here was a craft of great antiquity, and the craftsman's services were in great demand because of the dependence of the Aryans on their chariots for conquests. How elaborate was the organization of chariot-building we cannot tell, but it must have been substantial. Times again the poet prays for protection of the chariot against any calamity. The hands that frame the wheel and the body of the chariot prepare the instruments that enable the Indo-Europeans to range far and wide.

Endued with a noble spirit and proud body, the horse possesses an inclination for the service of man. Whether the horse stands out in an era as a major influence in the society's progress or whether it is merely used as a source of leisure, it has always found admirers. "Horse-power" still lives on as a reminder of a time when the horse reigned supreme; a time when power was not measured merely by the strength of the animal but by the influence it had on the fate of not a few dominions. The physical power of the horse was respected and admired and acclaimed as arising from the gods' powerhouse, the sun, but so too was the capacity of the horse to change people and time. Like time, the horse gallops through the past, traverses the present, and bears headlong into the future. Like time he gallops swiftly on as fleeting human life watches him pass, but around the sacred fires the priests proclaim that the horse will not die, for the darkness of death must give way
to the dawn of time and the uprising once again of the divine steed.
Appendix A

Two Hymns on the horse sacrifice: a translation

1.162 and 1.163
1. mā no mitrō vārūṇo aryāmayūt śāndra rūhuksā marūtaḥ pāri khyan/

May Mitra, Vārūṇa, Aryaman, Śāndra, Rūhuksa, and the Maruts not neglect us;

yād vājino devajatasya saptah pravaksyāmo vidāthe viṛyāni.

when we shall announce the heroic deeds in the assembly of the god-
descended courser.

2. yāṁ nirṇīja rekhasā pravṛtasya ratīṁ gṛphitām mukhato nāyanti/

When covered with adornment and riches, they bring the sacrificial
offering covered with a muzzle;

sūpran ajō memyad viśvārupa indrāpuṣṇoḥ priyam āpy eti pāthān.

leading in front, so moves the many-coloured bleating billy-goat,
ready to go to Indra and Pūṣan’s lovely resort.

3. esa chāgaḥ pūro āśvena vājīna pūṣṇo bhāgo nīyate viśvādevyah/

This billy-goat, appointed for all the gods, is led before, along
with the winning courser, as a portion of Pūṣan;

abhipriyaṁ yat purolaśaṁ ārvatā tvāstṛd enam sausravasya jirvati.

When (they lead the billy-goat) as a delightful offering together
with the runner, Tvāstr quickens him to great glory.

4. yād dhaviṣyaṁ rūso devayānam trīṇ maṇuṣāṁ pāry āśvaṁ nāyanti/

When the men lead the sacrifice-appointed horse three times, according
to rule, around the path of the gods;

ātra pūṣṇoḥ prathamō bhāga eti yajñāṁ devēbhyaḥ prativedāyann ajāḥ.

so proceeds firstly the portion of Pūṣan, the billy-goat, who
announces the sacrifice to the gods.
5. hotādhvaryūr āvayā agnimindho grāvagrabha utā sāṅstā svūpīraḥ/

The Hōṛ, the Adhvaryū, the Āvayāj, the fire-kindler, the press-stone operator, and the eloquent singer of praises;

tenā yajñēṇa svarāṁkrtena sviṣṭena vaksāṇā ā ṣrṇadhvm.

fill up your bellies with this beautifully-prepared, correctly-offered sacrifice!

6. yūpavraskā utā ye yūpavahās caśālam ye aśvayūpāya taksati/

The post-hewer and post-carrier, and they who carve out the knob for the horse-post;

ye caṛvate pācanam sambhāranti utō teśām abhīgūrtīr na īnvatu.

and they who for the runner arrange the cooking utensils, and whose song of praise we promote.

7. āpa prāgāt sumān me 'dhāyi māmā devānām aśā āpa viṭāprṣṭhaḥ/

He is gone to the region of the gods; the straight-backed one; a beautiful prayer is presented by me.

ānena vīprā ṛṣayo madanti devānām puṣṭe cakṛmā subāndhun.

The eloquent ṛṣis make great joy after him. We have made him a good meal with the good relatives of the gods.

8. yād vājīno dāma saṁdānam ārvato yā śrīrāṇyā raṣanā raṃjur asya/

The rope and halter of the swift courser, the bridle on the head, the rope;

yād vā ghāsya prābhṛtan āsyē tṛṇām sārvā tā te āpi deveṣv astu.

the fodder, the grass (remaining) in the mouth: all this of you shall proceed to the gods.
9. yad āsvasya kraviśo māṣikāśa yād vā śvārau svādhītau riptān āstī/

What raw flesh of the horse the flies (have eaten); what still adheres to the sacrificial post (and) hatchet;

yād dhāstayaḥ āmitūr yān nakheṣu sārvā tā tē api devēṣv āstu.

what (clings) to the hand of the dissector; what to the fingernails: all this of you shall proceed to the gods.

10. yād uvaḥyam udārasyaḥpaṇati yāmāsya kraviśo gandhō āstī/

Whatever contents of the stomach and entrails; of the abdomen; what has evaporated; the smell of raw flesh;

sukrīśa-śāc chamitāraḥ kṛṇantūtā medhāḥ śṛtāpākaṃ pacantu.

all (of this) shall the dissectors make aright, and they shall make the animal-offering well-cooked on the fire.

11. yāt te gātrād āgnīnā pacyāmmanāḥ abhi śūlam nīhatasya vadhāvati/

whatever part of (your) body is being well-cooked with fire; when you drip down sticking on the spit:

mā tād bhūmyām ā śriṣan mā tīmesu devebhyaś tād usādhyo rātām āstu.

that shall not remain lying on the earth; not on the grass.

12. ye vājīnam paripāśyanti pakvān ya tē āhūḥ surabhīr nir haretī/

They who inspect the racer (which is) well-cooked, say, it is sweet-smelling, take it away!

ye cārvato māṁsabhikṣāṁ upāsata utō tēsām abhīgūrtir na invatu.

and they wait on a prayer for the flesh of the courser; whose hymn of praise shall benefit us.
13. yān niśkṣanam māhāpācanyā ukhāyā yā pātrāni yuṣṇa āsecanāni/

The probing—rod of the cooked flesh; the cooking—pot for the
pouring—in of the broth;

uṣmānyāpīdhānā carūnām aṅkāh sūnāh pāri bhūṣanty āśvat.

the bowl; the steaming covering of the cauldron; the hook;
the woven basket, serve the horse.

14. nīkṛāmaṇām nīśādanaṁ vivārtanāṁ yāc ca pāḍbīṣam ārvataḥ/

The treading, lying—down, galloping, and hobble of the courser;
yāc ca papāu yāc ca ghasāṁ jaghāsa sārvā tā te āpi deveśy astu.

what he has drunk and what food he has eaten: all this of you
shall go to the gods.

15. mā tvāgniṁ dhvanayād dhūmāgandhir mokhā bhrājanty abhi vikta jāghriḥ/

You shall not be covered with the smell of smoke; the glowing
copper, when splashing, shall not tip over;

istāṁ vītam abhīgūrtam vāsaṅkṛtam tām devāśaḥ prāti grbhnanty āśvat.

the gladly—received sacrifice, when extolled with vāśat, do the
gods take the blessed horse in gratitude.

16. yād āsvāya vāsa upaṣṭrānty adhvāsāṁ yā hirāṇyāṁ asmai/

The covering, which was laid over the horse; the gold ornaments
which (covered) him;

saṁdānam ārvantam pāḍbīṣam priyā deveśy ā yāmayanti.

the halter (and) hobble: these dear objects of the courser shall
go to the gods.
17. yāt te sāde mahāsā sukṛtaśya pūrṇyā va kāśyā va tutōda/

When someone in the saddle has spurred you on with excessive urging with the heel or with the whip;

srucēva tā havīṣo adhvareṣu sārva tā te brahmaṇā sūdayāmi.

all that I make good to you with an offering, as with an offering at a religious feast.

18. cātuṣtriṇḍad vājīṇo devabandhor vāṅkrīr āśvasya svādhitih sām eti/

The axe reaches the courser: the thirty-four ribs of the god-related horse;

āchidrā gāṭrā vayūnā kṛṇota pārus-parur anughūṣya viśasta.

prepare this body's members whole, calling out aloud as joint by joint is dissected.

19. eκas tvāṣṭur āśvasyā viśasta dvā yantāra bhavatas tātha rūṭaḥ/

One is the dissector of the horse of Tvāṣṭr: there are two drawers, such is the rule;

yā te gāṭrāṇāṁ rūṭhā kṛṇomi tā-tā pāṇḍānam pra' juhomy agnau.

those of your members that I prepare properly, so many lumps do I pour into the fire.

20. mā tvā tapat priyā ātmāpiyāntam mā svādhitis tanvā a tiṣṭhipat te/

Your dear life shall not be tormented when you die; the axe shall not cause your body permanent injury;

mā te grdhnūr aviśastaṭiḥāya chidrā gātrany asūnā mithū kāḥ.

There shall not be a hasty, incompetent dissector incorrectly handling the broken members (of your body).
21 nā vā u etāṁ mriyase nā riśyasi devāṁ id eśi pathābhīh sugēbhīh/

Truly you do not die in this world; you do not take injury; to the gods you go on well-travelled paths;

hāṭī te yuṣṭā pīṣatī abhūtām āpāsthād vājī dhurī rāsabhasya.

The bay steeds, the speckled ones, are your yoke partners; the racer was placed at the pole of the ass.

22. sugāvyam no vājī svāśvyam puṁsāḥ putraṁ utā visvāpuṣam rayām/

Rich in cows (and) rich in horses; manly sons and well-provided treasure (shall bring) us the war-horse;

anāgāstvāṁ no āditiḥ kroṇo kṣatram no āśvo vanatāṁ havīśmān.

guiltlessness shall āditi procure for us; sovereignty shall procure for us a sacrificially-provided horse.
1. yad ákrandah prathamáH jayamáNA udyáN samudrád utá vā pūr̥Tá́t/

As soon as you were born you neighed; rising from the sea or from the fountain (of life);

syénásya pakáµ harinásyà báhu upastútyam máHí játáµ te arvan.

(with) wings of an eagle and the forelegs of a gazelle; (that was) your praiseworthy high birth-place, you runner.

2. yaména dattáM tritá enam áyunag índra enam prathamo ádhy atišthat/

Tritá yoked him as a gift of Yama; Indra mounted him for the first time;

gandharvo asya raśanáM aghbhnat surád áśvám vasavo nír arañ́a.

the gandharvas took hold of the reins; out of the sun the gods formed the horse.

3. ási yamó ásy Adityó arvann ási tritó guhyena vraténa/

You are Yama, you are Aditya. O runner, you are Tritá through the hidden ordinance (of the gods);

ási sóména sámyáá vípr̥kta áhúṣ te tríni diví bándhanání.

you are in like manner not divided from Sóma; they say that in heaven you have three ties.

4. tríni ta áhúr diví bándhanání tríṇy apsú tríṇy antaH samudré/

Three ties, they say, you have in heaven, three in the water, three in the sea;

utéva me váruṇás chúntsey arvan yátra ta áhúH paramáH janítram.

you appear like Váruṇa, you runner, there where, they say, your highest birthplace (is).
5. imā te vājinn avamārjanāniṁā saphānāṁ sanituṁ nidhānāṁ/

There is your swimming place, this is the place where your hooft is set;

ātra te bhadra raśanā apaśyaṁ ṛtasya yā abhirākṣanti gopāḥ.

here I saw your beautiful reins, where the guardians of order watch over.

6. ātmānaṁ te mānasārād ajānāṁ avō divā patāyantam patamgāṁ/

With the mind I recognized from a distance your spirit, the bird, which flies beneath the heaven;

śīro apaśyaṁ pathīḥhiḥ sugēbhir areṇūḥhir jēhamānaṁ patatrī.

I saw (your) form on easily-travelled, dustless paths; the winged-one.

7. ātra te rūpāṁ uttamāṁ apaśyaṁ jīgīśamāṁ am ā pade goḥ/

Here I saw your highest form; how in the place of the cows you seek the winning of food;

yadā te mārta anu bhēgam ānal ʿūd īḍ grāsiṣṭha ṣadhir ajīgah.

as soon as the mortal has filled his appetite, the greatest devourer has gobbled up the plants.

8. anv tvā rátho anv māryo arvann anv gāvoʿnu bhāgah kanīnām/

After you, O runner, follows the chariot, after you the stallion, after you the cows, after you the happiness of the young woman;

ānu vrātāsas tāva sakhyāṁ Tyur ānu devā mamire vṛtyāṁ te.

after you the hosts follow for friendship; the gods have not equalled your strength.
9. hírámyaśringo' yo asya pūḍā mánojavá ávara Indra ásIt/

With golden horns, bronze(?) hoofs, swift as thought; Indra lags behind;

deva' íd asya havirádyam áyan yo árvantam prathamó adhyátiśthat.

the gods came to the sacrificial meal; who was the first to mount the horse.

10. Trmanántasaḥ sílika madhyamásah sām sūramáso divyáso átyáh/

The strong(?) heavenly racers, some of whom are standing still, while the ones in the middle are moving;

hánśá iva śrenisó' yatante yád ákṣiṣur divyám ájmam áśvāḥ.

they move in a row like swans when the horses move on the heavenly track.

11. táva átRtam patayáisv arvan táva cíttáh váta iva áhrájimáh/

Your body is flying, 0 runner, your spirit is rustling like the wind;

táva śúṣgáni viśṭhitá purutráranyeṣu järbhúrāná caranti.

your horns are spread in many places; they are moving rapidly to and fro.

12. úpa prágac chásanaṁ vájy árvá devadrícā mánasá dídhyañáh/

He has stepped out to the field of battle, the quick runner; with thoughts turned god-wards;

ajáḥ puró níyate nábhir asyánu paścát kaváyo yánti rebháh.

the billy-goat is led out in front, his kin; the eloquent singers move behind.
13. प्रागः प्रागत परमाम यत सद्भाष्ठम अवान अच्छा पितारम मातारम् च।

He has gone to the highest abode, the courser to his father and mother;

adyā devān jūṣṭatamo hi gamyā śrī saṣte dāṣūṣe vāryāni.

today may he go to a reception with the gods, and then he praises the gifts for homage to the gods.
Appendix B

The Charict of the Asvins
The normal war chariot, which was also used for racing, was a two-wheeled vehicle. The chariot of the Aśvins, however, is a three-wheeled vehicle with space for three. What kind of a vehicle is this?

A Vedic poet asked just this question. Where would the two Aśvins stand to make way for the third occupant, Śūryā? The two visible wheels which are seen are probably the sun and moon. The hidden wheel, or the third one, which cannot be seen by ordinary mortals, is the year.

Hence, this vehicle may only be a mystical object that did not really exist. This arrangement is a part of the speculation of the priests of how the young sun (Śūryā), a female, fits into the new world of spring, represented in the persons of the Aśvins.

1. dvē te cakre sūrye brahmāna rtuthā viduh/ āthāfkaṁ sakrāṁ
   yād gūhā tād addhatāya īd viduh. cf. 1.164.12,13.
Appendix C

SOME SKETCHES OF THE HARNESS AND CHARIOT WHEEL
FREEHAND SKETCH OF THE CHARIOT WHEEL WITH PART OF BODY AND POLE ALSO VISIBLE. THE NAMED PARTS ARE IN VEDIC AND ENGLISH.
CONNECTION BETWEEN NAIVE AND AXLE, BASED UPON A DIAGRAM IN
J.C. LANDELS, ENGINEERING IN THE ANCIENT WORLD, LONDON, 1978,
p.182.
HOW THE YOKE AND POLE WERE JOINED BY MEANS OF A THONG, BASED UPON A DIAGRAM IN RICHARD BERENGER, THE HISTORY AND ART OF HORSEMANSHIP, LONDON, 1771, VOLUME 1, PLATE 9.
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